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would
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something doing if the
warring nations could
fight as well as they
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British Cruisers Sink Destroyer of the English Warship Plymouth
KM
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In any case, from the estimate given of the numbers of the troops surrendered, which, according to one re-

FRENCH TROOPS

PLACE HIM WHERE IT

POSITION

IS IMPOSSIBLE TO GIVE FIGHT

Dispatches From Berlin, However, Indicate
The Commander is Siill Battling
NAVAL

LARGE

BEGINNING

ARE

OPERATIONS

Emperor William's Baltic Squadron had Fifteen Vessels in
Cruiser
and Submarines are Suck in Engagements
ween Allies Ships and the German

are Told by the

Belgians-Aviato-

rs'

Craft-Dee-

Operation--

Bet-

of Atrocity

ds

Perilous Flights

Germany's armies to the north and the east of Paris, after re
treating for. upwards of 50 miles toward the Belgian frontier, are
today making a determined stand along the River Aisns.,
newa agency dispatch from Deppe says that General Von
- A
Kluck has been enveloped by a French encircling movement and
forced to surrender with a large command and a qantity of guns
and ammunition. The German general staff, however, announced
today that heavy engagements were being fought by General Von ,
Kluck's right wing to the northeast of Paris without a decisive re- mn on far. Thn French attempts to break through the uerman
lines are said to have been repulsed.
Reports regarding the operations in east Prussia contradict
each other.' From Petrograd It is said General Rennenkampf has
resumed the offensive and that Investment of Koenigsberg still is
Jn progress. Berlin' advices, however, are to the effect that the
Russian general has suffered defeat as severe as the Russian dis-"
L
'
aster at Allenstein.
.Further Petrograd dispatches estimate the casualties of the
of their
Austrians in Galicia to total 800,000, nearly
'
forces
The sinking of the German protected cruiser Hela" of 2,010
tons by submarine of the allied fleet is announced in an official
statement issued at Berlin. A major part of the crtw was. saved.
The German submarine which sank the British cruiser Path- finder, with a loss of 246 lives, is reported to have been destroyed by the fire of several British cruisers.
Sharp skirmishes have takenplace in the Shan Tung peninsula
of China between the German defenders, of the Kiao Chow con- cession and a Japanese landing force.
A measure was Introduced in the British parliament today sua-pending until after the war the proceedings on the Irish home rule
bills.
and the Welsh
Wilhelmena
opening parliament in person, emphasized
Queen
the necessity of the Netherlands maintaining the strictest neutral- ity in the war.
.
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London, Sejt. 15.
from Rome dated
14,

In a dispatch
Monday
Sep-temb-

the correspondent of the

Telegraph company
Exchange
reported
says It has
there from Berlin that the German
d
.Baltic squadron, which It
of 29 units had 15 vessels
In action.
London, Sept. 15. As has been the
case since the commencement of
the battle of the Marne over a week
ago, the final outcome of thd mighty
struggle seems to depend on the
army of Crown Prince Frederick William in the German center, the headquarters of which have been retired
to Mont Faucon.
As this town Is 15 miles to the
northwest of Verdun, the crown
prince's move seeins to Imply the ap- proaching rd'ef of that French
been-officia-

com-pose-

ress, which his army has been besieging for a week past. However,
no news pf the actual situation there
has yet come through, nor is official
confirmation of the reported fall of
the fortified position of Maubeuge
forthcoming from Feneh sources.
A dispatch from the German general
staff on the battle of Marne, received
in London today, suffered at the hands
of the censors. In its truncated form
the only claim-- made for the German
army Is that having successfully defeated the French it is endeavoring to
break through the German lines.
This apparently Is quite true unless
the report from Dieppe, which alleges
that Von Kluck's army on the German
right had been forced to surrender,
turns out to be correct Up to the
present time there has been no con- of the story.

port was 14,000 and according to another 25,000, it would be a misnomer
to call it a surrender of General Von
Kiucks' army, which must total in the
neighborhood of 100,000.
That Von Kluck's position is a difficult one seems to Be unquestionable,
if, as reported, the Germans' line Is
swinging its eastern extreme right
back to the Meuse in the vicinity of
Mezleres, Vervlnes, St. Quentin and
Peronne. General Von Kluck, however, has shown a masterful skill, and,
eSen Bhould he have been forced to
sacrifice a part of his army to an
offensive stroke of the British and
French nlU-?- and unless beaten. by a
a break in the weather which is turn
ing the roads into Quagmires and mak
ing travel most difficult, observers
here are of the opinion that he will
reach his appointed position.
German General Beaten
London, Sept. 15. The correspond
ent of the Central News at Dieppe,
under date of Monday, September 14,

transmits report that a German army
under General Von Kluck has been
forced to surrender.
General Von Kluck has been operat
ing on the German right wing and
consequently has been opposed to the
left wing of the allies. His army has
been retiring before the allies for several days. Roye and Ham are to the
southeast of Amiens and were occupied by the Germans two days ago.
P.ecent reports show that these towns
are now in the possession of the al
lies.

The correspondent says:
"A report has reached Dieppe that
the extreme left of the allies, after
making an encircling movement, by
way of Roye and Ham and joining a
force .from the Boulogne district, has
con.pelled General Von Kluck to sur
render with, according to one statement, 14,000 men, and according to
statement with 25,000 men and
a quantity of guns and war material."
Eastern German Army Retreats
Paris, Sept. 15. Tne western and
central' armies of the German forces
continued their resistance today north
of the river Alsne and north of
Rheinis and Chalons, while the eastern
army is retreating. This is the substance of the French official communication given out this afternoon. The
text of the communication follws:
"On our left wing during the day
of yesterday the Germans offered resistance on the north side of the River
Ainne along a line marked by the forest of L'Augle and Graonne (12 miles
southeast of Laon.) On our center
the German line of resistance was located yesterday to the north of
Rhelms and Chalons. In order to.
reach Vienna, a town In the western
section of the Argonne region, the
forces of the enemy which were in
southern part of Argonne hastened
their movement of retreat In passing
between the Argonne region and the
river Meuse, their front yesterday, at
the end of the day, extended from
Vp.renness to Conzenvoye.
(Continued from Page Five)
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a meeting of the Las Vegas grant
board this morning, at which the posAt

Springfield, Mo., Sejt. 15. Between
and 45 persons were killed and a
score of others injured early today
when the locomotive, baggage car and
forward chair car of St. Louis and San
Viiuicisco train No. .5, plunged through
a trestle over Brush creek near Lebanon, Mo., and were submerged in the
swollen stream.
Most of the dead were drowned in
the chair car and a great number of
these were women and children. Those
who were able to escape from their
watery prison fought their way out
by breaking windows and swimming
to shore. It is estimated there were
65 persons in the chair car.
Owing to poor communication with
the scene of the wreck it is Impossible
to give a definite estimate of how
many escaped. None of the sleeping
ears left the track, and the passengers
in these quickly formed themselves
into rescue rarties. One man In the
chair car lost his wife and five chil
dren. When the accident occurred he
was . thrown1 clear of the descending'
chair car and swam to shora In the
submerged car his wife and children
met their deaths, while he stood nearby unable to save them.
Heavy rains last week caused all
the small streams in the vlcinhy to
rife. The train was late because of
the flooded conditions. As It passed
Lebanon, according to reports reaching here, Its speed was increased to
make up lost time.
Railroad officials announced the In
jured would bie brought to Springfield
this afternoon. The dead are being
placed in hastily arranged morgues at

Former Policeman is Instantly Killed by
Bullet From Jailer's Pistol.
THE fICTIfl IS SAID

10

HAVE BEEN AGGRESSOR

Is Alleged to Bave Fired Several Times Before 0her Man Drew
His Weapon Quarrel Between Dead Man and Slayer's Son
is Said to Have Been the Cause of the Firjlit Ulibarri
Waives Examination and is Bound Over.

35

sibilities of completing the irrigation
project were extensively discussed by
membf rs of the board and several citizens, It was dfr'V'i d.to press, the
suits now pending" wcainst the Cam-fielDevelopment company to o
speedy termination, it bein.; the consensus of opinion that no plan could
be properly launched for the development of 'the lands north of Las
Vegas until the boar had reacquad
title to the tract deeded to the contracting company several years ago.
It was brought out that the ulti
mate hope of accomplishment so far
as the project is concerned, lies in
the support of the community rather
than in the building of .the reservoir,
on a speculative basis, by outside concerns. The members of the board
and those In attendance agreed that
the estimates of cost that have been
published heretofore, have been far
higher than actual cost, because the
promoters have made their figures on
the basis of bond issues.
The board further decided to call
in the "services of a competent engi
neer who shall be paid to make a survey of the entire project, and develop
a plan for Its construction, basing his
estimates on the actual and not the
speculative cost, and that the neces
sary funds for the building of the en
tire system should be raised by the
sale of the lands. It was shown that
several local corporations likely would
be willing to invest considerable cap
ital La the scheme in return for land,
where they could not be induced un
der any consideration to buy stock or
bonds. It is thought that the project
an be completed at a cost not to exceed $250,000, This was emphasized
by Engineer Vincent Jones, who is
said to have gone over the ground
carefully at several times. This sub
stantiates the theory that ail former
estimates have been speculative.
The advantage of using only
home money acquired by the sale of
the land, tentatively suggested in
tracts of 40 acres, and so retaining
the money arid acquiring the system
as well, were thoroughly discussed,
and It was the feeling of everyone
present that with a dfinite plan in
hand, made by a competent engineer
whose word would carry a guarantee
there would be little trouble in secur
ing all the money necessary for the
completion of the project from home
investors.
The resolution regarding the suits
is as follows:
"Be it resolved that those certain
actions now pending in the district
court of San Miguel county wherein
the board of trustees of the town of
Las Vegas Is plaintiff .and D. A. Cam- (Centinued on Page Eight)
d

I.oLanon.
Woman Save Lives
One of the passengers In the sub
merged chair car was Miss Mona
Campbell a nurse of St. Louis. She
broke a window and climbed out to
the side of the ear. Standing in wa-t?r

she felt about until she touched
the. hands of drowning passengers. As
she grasped a hand she pulled with
all her strength. In this way she
rescued five passengers.
At 2:45 o'clock this afternoon only
the names of nine dead passengers
have been received at the Frisco offices here, though 26 bodies had been
recovered. Identification was difficult because many of those In the sub
merged cars had partly disrobed ear
lier In the night Many were drowned as they slept
WANT NEW HEARING

Washington, 'Sept." 15. The eastern
railways formally petitioned the interstate commerce comission today for a
rehearing in the eastern advance rate
cases, and to permit them to put Into
effect the five per cent increase which
tte commission recently denied.

At about 6:30 o'clock last night hearing this morning Ulibarri waived
Pedro I'adilla, after firing three shots examination and was held for the acat Amador Ulibarri, jailer at the coun tion of the grand jury.
received a shot in the left
The trouble is said to have startnl
breast aid fell . dcadirom bls borse Jwhcn Ramon tnibarrt and a your. ;
in Moreno street about 100 yards west frUsnd are said to have accused Pai; of its intersection with South Pacifio la of horse stealing, connecting hi.-street on the West side. Padilla, who name, so it is said, with the recen'
had been looking for Ramon Ulibarri, operations of a supposed gang of catson of Jailer Ulibarri, since early in tle rustlers near Tecolote.
Padilla
the afternoon, and whom a short time went to some of his friends In an agTy
before Ramon had succeeded in evad and threatening mood. They tried to
ing by going through a store on quiet him, but he was beyond reasoniBridge street, had approached the eld- - ng- with, and went out seeking ven- Ed Ulibarri In front of the Buffalo sa- geace on Ramon.
Later In the after
loon. Ulibarri called to him to wait noon, at about 6 o'clock as nearly as
apparently determined, if possible, to can be learned, be caught up with Raplacate the younger man and patch mon on Bridge street and is said to
have accosted him with vile epithets
up the trouble between them.
Padilla, evidently thinking that Uli and abuse, and threatened him with
barri carried a warrant for his arrest. bodily harm. Ramon, as stated, made
his escape by entering a store and
is said tohave answered:
out of the rear door.
Come around here If you want to emerging
The elder Ulibarri who had heard
arrest me."
of the affair, went home seeking his
Ulibarri called again:
sen, but not finding him there started
"Wait for me, Pedro, I don't want out to locate either
him, Pedro Padilla,
to arrest you, but only to talk to you." or an officer to arrest Pedro on
a
Turning the corner, then, out of charge of threatening to assault .his
South Pacific street into Moreno son. It was
shortly after this that Pa-street, Padilla called over his shoul- Jilla rode
up around the Plaza, turned
der:
into South Pacific street and Ulibarri,
"Come around here."
seeing him, called to blm to stop and
Wehn Ulibarri turned the corner talk It over.
Padilla, from a short distance, and on
From the evidence offered at the
hcrse back, fired point blank at him, inquest, and also from the talk of
missing his mark, however, and turn many persons who saw Ulibarri just
ing his horse up the street, rode on before and just after the affray, ha
about
yards, when he wheeled about drd not have any motive in seeking
and fired again. At this point Ulibar Padilla other than to stop the feud
ri, who had drawn his gun at the first and to
peace between him
ehot of Padilla, returned the fire, but and his son. He is said to have disalso missed. Going on again, pursued played no nervousness at any time. It
on foot by Ulibarri, Padilla sped up was established, too, that Padilla
shot
the slight frade of the street, reining first.
In at the first corner and shooting for
Padila, who was about 33 years of
the third time.
age, had served a term in the state
Ulibarri, still running after his as penitentiary for cattle stealing, and,
sailant, shot for the second time. This thcugh he is said to have been good
was the fatal shot Padilla, who was worker since his release and there are
using a .38 caliber Sibley model re- many who now speak well of him, the
volver, which he had been wearing in memory of the crime of which he was
a shoulder hitch close to the pit of his convicted was forever
present In the
lei t arm, fell on his head, striking a minds of the
people In the county. He
rock in a stone fence and receiving wa3 married and leaves a wife and six
a, wound that in itself likely would children. Padilla served until last
have been fatal," had not the shot from spring as a West side officer.
UllbarrTs gun been so accurate. The
Ulibarri, who has been in the sherbullet, fired from a .44 caliber Coltfs iff's office for about two years, bears
revolver, entered the left breast at an excellent reputation, both as aa
the nipple, and after penetrating the officer and citizen.
heart and both lungs, passed out under the right arm, below the scapula.
GENERAL PELT BAD
The body of Padilla was removed to
Bordeaux, Sept. 15. An officer who
the court house, and Ulibarri gave has just arrived here from the front
himself .up to Sheriff Roman Gallegos. states that a German
commanding an
A coroner's jury "was called and after
artillery division cf the army ef the
listening to the testimony of several center attempted suicide on receiving
a
an order to retreat. Afterwarda he
witnesses, returned a verdict that
came to his death, from a shot wa captured by the French and sent
fired by Ulibarri
At the preliminary to the center cf Frr.rre.
Pa-d'il-
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HOW BISMARCK MADE GERMANY
A NATION BY USE OF THE SWORD

rE.

I

Prussia, the priucis retained abholute the duchies to Prussia in return for
compension in Silesia, a province in
power.
Came then the bloodless levolt of East Prussia which years before had
ISIS. All the German prince who been Austrian. The proposal was rehad retained absolute power gave, or fused. There was a temporary truce
promised, constitutions. Constitution- in 1SG5, Prussia taking Schleswlg and
al liberty seemed secure, and, through Austria controlling Holsteln. But the
that, national unity. A German par- - truce was short. Prussia accused Ausliament met at Frankfort and started tria of encouraging the agitation of
to frame a national const .i'jth.n jor the dukes of Augustenburg, who
a new German empire. The rock was sought to make the duchies a separstruck at once: shall Prunsla or Aus- ate state like the other German printria be given the leadership of the cipalities, declared the truce broken,
and sent troops ino Holsteln the
,
empire?
Pur a time, In 1850, Prussia and Austrian territory.
d
To arms, then! Austria was
Austria seemed likely to come to
states
south
German
the
all
a
to
by
blows and the German question
Bavarja, Wurtenihurg, Baden and
Turn back the pages of history and solution. But unity was not to come
and the more im
o yet.
The old Impotent confederation
find a heterogeneous collection of
states Han
north
German
portant
was
and
fedtral
the
,
states in central Europe with
Saxon p, Hesse-Cassand Nas
no centralization of authority. Find diet resumed its sessions at Frank- over,
sau.
war
was
terminated
The
speed.
as
to
went
Frankfort
Bismarck
fort.
them, great and small, jealous of each
of
Prussian
the
victory
ily
great
Prasala.
by
of
the
loose
now
representative
in
other. Find them held
1866.
3,
conserv
Sadowa,
of
was
July
the bulwark
Austria
confederation under a shadowy pupAs its reward Prussia received or
a onserva- pet emperor; again in warring camps, atism, and Bismarck was
Schleswig-Holstein- ,
annexed
Hanover,
Aus
ttrevine unon each, other. Find two tive. But at Frankfort, tiading
Hesse-Casseand
free city
Nasau
the
he
in
influence
trian,
the
ascendant,
great states, Austria and Prussia,
All the rest of the Ger
Frankfort
of
His
adroit
- now
Prussian.
a
became
simply
each
now
this
that,
way,pulling
soon man states north of the Main the
seeking supreme leadership. Find in countering of Austrian, schemes
In Prussian kingdom of Saxony and ten duchies,
at
forefront
the
him
r
put
to
the
fact, up almost
of seven principalities and the free cities
post of the last century, a divided Ger politics. He became the confidant
of Hamburg, Lubeck and Bremen
IV!.
His
advice
William
Frederick
to
many, last ofl the peoples of Europe
followed by the Prussian king, joined with Prussia in the formation
was
a
and
.present
lmry family quarrels
of a new federal union. That became
united front to the world. Then won notably in keeping Prussia from an
the North German Federation. The
Austria's
solicl
at
Russia,
excluded
tagonizing
became
Austria
how
der
old German confederation was disIn
war.
His
Crimean
the
tation.
and how the Germany of today leaped
the south German states
into being, Who above everyone else Frankfort experiences had taught him solved, and
to form an independwere
a
permitted
until
should
head
Prussia
that,
was responsible?
Austria was from
confederation.
ent
Prus
was
Austria
United
Germany,
Otto
Prince
Bismarck,
Bismarck,
on
excluded
from
then
Germany.
Edward Deiold von Bismarck, son of sia's natural enemy. And, in 18j6,
North Ger
Tho
constitution
the
of
wrote:
he
Prussian
of
a long line
country
of man Federation was drafted by Bis
the
time
since
"In
century
man.
every
was
He
the
squires.
And by what means did he bring Charles V German dualism has set marck, accepted by the governments
in
German unity about? By the un tled its relations by an internal war, of the single states and submitted
1867 to an imperial diet chosen by
in
and
the
to
the
pres
finish;
sheathing of the sword in three quick fought
ent century also there will be no other manhood BUffrage. With a number of
and crushingly successful wars.
was passed and then
He was a splendid figure, this Pom- way of setting the clock of our devel amendments it
eranian squire. He builded enduring- opment at the right hour. I desire ratified by the legislatures of the sin
no gle states. The kiug of Prussia was
ly for the future; not in the fashion to express my conviction that, at
of arching dreams that fell crushed distant time we shall have to fight made the president of the union. Bis
marck became chancellor.
with Austria for our existence."
beneath their own weight as the
The new union was essentially na
for
not
was
And
time
distant,
that
A
dream fell.
splendid figure
Bismarck a man of stature, six feet it came in 1806. But, in the interim tional, having power over military
and two lnefces, and of athletic frame Bismarck was sent to St. Petersburg and naval matters; commerce, railhe fenced as ambassador. King Frederick Wil- ways, telegraph and post; judicial orAs youth and young-mawell, swam powerfully, rode tireless liam IV was attacked by brain dis- ganization, criminal law and procedease and his brother, Prince William, ure, civil procedure and comjnercial
ly. Even at 55, in the Franco-Prulassumed
the regency, becoming king law. Bismarck had realized the deepElan war, not only did the exposure
and fatigue of the campaign in France on the death of Frederick William in est desire of the German people; he
not injure him, but they were of posi 1SG1. Bismarck was recalled from St. had made Germany a nation.
One thing only was realized. That
Petersburg In 18G2 and sent as amtlve benefit to his health.
In his youth Bismarck entered the bassador to France. And, in the was the consolidation of the South
University of Gottlngen and, later, at autumn of the same year. Von Roon, German Federation Bavaria,
Baden and
Berlin, completed his law course. Prussian minister of war, telegraphrethe third and last war
Is
ed:
"The
Bismarck
That,
pear
at
24,
at
ripe."
work
law,
After four years
the war' with France,
was
to
Berlin
turned
and
of
Bismarck,
appointed
he retired to his Pomeranian estates,
was
had
to
about
The
which
minister.
speedily.
bring
rode
prime
army
hard,
raised sheep, grew grain,
drank hard, read hard. Eight years been allowed to become rusty and Napoleon III overreached himself.
of that and he went to the Pomeran- small, through the opposition of the Of Prussia, in recognition of the neuian diet, and, the same year of 1S45, deputies to the necessary budget for trality of France in Prussia's war
went from the Pomeranian diet to its maintenance, was reorganized and with Austria, he asked portions of
Bavarian and Hessian territory on the
the Mark of Brandenburgh all in made a powerful weapon.
Prussia where, too, he was elected to Then came the war with Denmark other side of the Rhine, But to Ba
the provincial diet.'' In 1847 he went over the duchies of Schleswig-llol-stein- ,
varia, Napoleon otrerea nis gooa or- the dukes of which were the fices in Bavaria's conclusion of peace
to Berlin as a delegate to the United
diet of Prussia, and Bismarcks' politi- kings of Denmark, while, the duchies terms with Prussia. The
were German. Denmark Incorporated Bismarck, however, had compelled
cal career was opened.
When the United diet came togeth- Schleswlg in the kingdom, and Bis- Napoleon to reduce his secret de
Bavarian
and Hessian ter
mands for
er, Prussia, and all Germany, was stir- marck's chance camel.
he exhibited
to
now
that
domHe
Is
That
it
Two
aaw,
apparent,
writing.
ritory
ring restlessly.
aspirations
inated the German people popular here was the opportunity to establish to the Bavarian minister, as coming
sovereignty and national ranlty. They a future casus belli with Austria. This from the avowed friend of Bavaria
failed entirely to realize that the two was his method: Austria could never Napoleon. As a result Bavaria conobjects under then existing conditions rule the duchies because of their dis- cluded a secret treaty of offensive
were incompatibl0 The Napoleonic tance from, her and because they were and defensive alliance with Prussia.
wars had stirred both Impulse in the on the other side of Prussia. To the Prussia concluded Blmllar treaties
German breast democratic fever had victor would belong the spoils, how- with, Wurtemburg and Baden. Bisteen aroused by the first French rev. ever, he told Austria, and Austria be- marck was preparing for the total
olution and the humiliation of Ger- came Prussia's ally. Denmark was unification of Germany which the war
many by Napoleon had shown the beaten, and the coveted territory of with France was to bring about.
The immediate occasion of the war
need for national union. In the war Schleswig-Holsteland the little
of 1813, which shook off the French duchy of Laenburg were' ceded to was the candidacy for the Spanish
yoke, the German governments, not- Prussia and Austria. The joint sov- throne of Prince Leopold of Hohenably that of Prussia, had promised ereignty was exactly what Bismarck zollern.. Napoleon and his advisers
the people liberty and unity. But at had desired. In such a relation lay professed to see in the candidacy the
the congress of Vienna In 1S15 Ger- fruitful causes of war.
threat of German expansion. Leopold
As Bismarck had anticipated, the withdrew his candidacy, and France
many was made a loose confederation
of sovereign 6tates and, in the ma- joint ownership led to dissension. demanded arrogantly and stupidly
jority of those, including Austria and Austria offered to turn over the stupidly because it thereby played in--

w eonesoay.

From the beginning of my ca- reer I hale had but one guiding
star: Iiy what means and in what
way can I bring Germany to
unity? And In 60 far as this end
has been attained: How can I
this unity and In-Btrenirthen
create It and give it such form
that It shall be enduringly main- talned with the free consent of
forces? Bis- all
marck In the German Imperial
Diet, July 9, 18"9.
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ON SALE THIS EVENING AND TOMORROW

$4.50

Grocery Specials

RUBBERIZED RAINCOAT

sup-lorte-

There isn't an item in this assortment you do not need
every day
20 homuis Granulated Sugar
50 pounds U. S. Patent Flour
y bars Ivory Soap
20 pounds Potatoes
10 pounds Pure Lard
6 cans Tomatoes

Every time you are caught
on one of those sudden show-

Hesse-Darmsta-

ers vou always promise your,

el

self

a Rain

Coat

$2.50 Muslin Gowns S1.68

now here

is the opportunity, with a
chance to save nearly

One-Hal-

of Women's Muslin Gowns; low neck and short
made of fine muslin, lace and embroidery trimmed

A larj:e assortment

sleeves;

Sale Price $1.68

f.

l,

These Coats

three-quarte-

are

made of

35c Fall Neckwear 23c
of new Fall Neckwear
Veetees, Sets, etc.
Btylcs;
cunning
One-da-

rubber! ed cloth fn a becom-

y

sale

at the cut

will show.

The supply Is limited so get
your early.

While they last

and

including some striking

Sato Price 23c

ing and sensible style, as a
glitnce

$6.00

THE LOT

Ger-mani-

$1.25 Silk Hose 89c
Onyx" jiure silk thread Hose, in black only. This Hose is a very
'good quality at our regular price, $1.25, but tomorrow the price will
be

89c

Jet and Pearl Ear Rings
Ear Rings of jet or pearl are all the rage
We have them in several styles.
NEW STYLES

IN SHELL HAIR ORNAMENTS

centers.

Laa Voaa'LeedinStoro

A large variety of new styles in Shell Hair Ornaments
by this
morning's express. Come in and inspect them and learn the new
modes.

Cor-tucan- 's

in fashion

Etdbluld

South SidoPlajjo.

1852

n

s

Wur-tembur-

'

Hesse-Darmstad- t.

d

n

BATTLE -TORN

-

j.

--

STANDARDS

OF BELGIANS

"r

rirst photograph of Belgian cavalry during the fighting about Liege, showing their standards torn to ribbom
by the fire of the Germans.

to Bismarck's hands that the Prussian king, head of the house of
give France assurance that
the candidacy would not be renewed.
The Prussian king refused and France
declared war.
cd
Now, France had onij rw;enty-e-cludsecret alliances with Austria
and Italy, insuring their support in
war on Prussia. ' And France believed
that the South German Federation,
and, possibly, the states federated
with Prussia, would refuse Prussia
their aid. The dispute over the Spanish candidacy, Napoleon believed,
would bo considered a purely Prussian matter by the balance of Germany. However, France was deceived all around. The no'fth German
states, through their secret alliances,
fought with Prussia, too; Prussia
struck so quickly, in addition, that the
march of event moved too rapidly for
Italy and Austria, and they never got
in the field.
What Germany got from France is
'
known. But of more imiportance, and,
in fact, the most important result of
the war, was the completion of German unity. In south Germany local
patriotism and religious prejudice
(South Germany being Catholic and
north Germany being protestant) had
theretofore stood In the way of unioni
with Prussia. But those obstacles
were swept away In the enthusiasm
of the national war.'
AH Germany felt herself now, as
neevr before, a nation one great people. During. the winter of 1S70-7treaties of union were concluded between the North German Federation
And
and the south German states.
1

Health Restored by
Eckman's Alterative

18, 1871, in the palace of a
conquered people, in the hall of mirrors in Versailles, King Williann of
Prussia was proclaimed emperor of
Germany.
The prophecy of Frederick AVilllam

January

IV "had been"

Ten.)

ied -- that the 'imper-

company.

Price Jl and J2 a bottle.

fact,

distribution of prairie dogs, full in
structions for the preparation of the
rein with the above formula, also
price or the poisoned grain ready to
use. This circular Is free to all who
write for It.
Other free circulars:
Circular No. 9, Wyoming Ground
Gopher.
Squirrel or Picket-piCircular No. 10, Pocket Gophers.
Circular No. 13, Grasshoppers.
Circular No. 14, Striped Ground- Stjuirrel.
Address
THE STATE ENTOMOLOGIST,
Fort Collins, Colo.

ial crown would be won on the field
of battle. But of more
importance
far, the weir laid plans of Bismarck
had worked to their conclusion.. Three
successful wars had unified Germany,
expleled Austria, placed Prussia at
the head of the nation and raised Ger
INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS
many into the forefront of the powers.
Asheville, N. C, Sept. 15. The naKansas Cltyy Star.
tional convention of insurance commissioners met here today and began
Dizzy Head, Fluttering Heart, Float its annual autumn session with an ating Specks
tendance of delegates representing
Boxing bouts may be
These are signs of kidney and blad'
many of the states. The convention Madison Square Garden,
der trouble. You'll have headaches will
last four days. Uniform laws for mis winter ui.iKr the old
too, backaches and be tired all over.
the valuation of securities of all class- ol the Garden Athletic c
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kid- es
of insurance companies and to govney Pills at once. Your miserable ern
agents' qualifications and licenses
sick feeling will be gone. You will
are the principal subjects scheduled
sleep well, eat well and grow strong for consideration
at the meeting.
and active again. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
n

resumed in.
New York,
management
ub.

REMARKABLE

Adw,

TELEGRAPHERS DELAY REUNION
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 15. Because
of the disturbed conditions arising
"
from the European war the thirty
third annual reunion of the Old Time
Telegraphers and Historical associa
tion, which was to have been opened
here today has been postponed indefinitely. The association includes in
its membership Andrew Carnegie,
Thomas A. Edison and other men of
world prominence and its annual
meetings never fail to attract wide attention.
Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar
It spreads a soothing
Compound.
healing coating as it glides down the
throat, and tickling hoarseness, and
nervous hacking, are quickly healed.
Children love it tastes good and no
opiates. A man In Texas walked 15
miles to a drug store to get a bottle.
Best you can buy for croup and bronchial coughs. Try It Adv.

Glnniliilnr trouble, very frequently rtl- Riiosed liy physicians no "Tuherculosis In
tlie i!nnds." has ben found to yield to
Eekroan'n Alterative when other treatments did not bring relief.
Kckmnn'i
Alterative is a medicine which during
the post fifteen years has broucht about
many recoveries even in ft number, of
supposed hnpelciH cases. Road this:
257 Laurlston St., I'hila., Pa.
"Gentlemen: In .March. 11W!. my doctor pronounced my case "Tuberculosis in
the ilnnds." nnd a number of operations
In a hospital failed to benefit me. In the
meantime a friend of mine advised Eckman's Alterative.
The wounds in my
neck were still open and In 8 frightful
condition when I started to take it. After
using two bottles I found I was Inipror-Ins- t.
YOUNG PRINCE MAY SEE WAR
having gained weight, could eat and
was able to sleep. I continued using It
Rome, Sept. 15. Flags were displayuntil I was well, which w'flu In November,
ed throughout the capital today and
mfO.
On November 11, lfllO, I started to
work, and since that time I have not lost
the people kept a general holiday he-cauone day's work through sickness. I highly
recommend Kckman's Alterative to anyof the fact that it was the tenth
one who is suffering from Gland trouble."
(Affidavit)
JOSEPH B. WHITE.
birthday
anniversary of Prince Hum(Above abbreviated: more on request.)
bert, heir apparent to the throne of
Eckman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
Italy. At ten years of age the future
for severe Thioat and Lung Affections,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
king has all but reached man's estate,
Colds nnd In upbuilding
the system.
g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
to the. standard prevailing
according
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
In the Latin countries, and in conse-qufne-e
of recoveries,
and write to Eckman
Ijihoratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for evihe is now a figure of mueh
dence. For m e by all leading druggists
nd E. G. Murphey and Bed Crosi importance in the official world. He
sc

cousin the Duke of Abruzl. In
little Trlnce Humbert already
has had his first taste of life at sea
on board one of Italy's modern dreadnoughts. He Is now regularly enrolled as a midshipman in the navy and
in the event that Italy becomes involved in the present general warfare
it is not Improbable that the future
king may be given his baptism of fire
ere he passes another birthday anniversary.
pA

is destined for a naval career, following in the footsteps of his dlstinguish- -

..

ESCAPED

MANIAC CAUGHT

Albuquerque, N. M. Sept. 15. H. L.
White, an escaped inmate of the state
hospital for the insane at Las Vegas,
is held by the local police. He was
turned over to the city authorities by
tho conductor of a freight train arriving here early today.
One of the freight crew found White
aboard the train. To the conductor
he said he had escaped from ''a hospital." His actions led to suspicions
regarding the particular hospital and
tha conductor put him under restraint.
Chief McMillin called up the hospital this morning and learned that
White was missing from the asylum.
He was told that Dr. Mills, the superintendent, was at Carlsbad, and would
stop here on his way back to the institution to get White.

CASE of

Irs, HAM

Declares Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Saved Her Life
' '
and Sanity.
Shamrock, Mo. "I feel it my duty
to teil the public the condition of my
health before using
your medicine. I had
' r,

falling, inflammation and congestion,

fir;.

female weakness,

pains in both sides,

backaches and bearing down pains, was
short of memory,
nervous, impatient,
passed sleepless,
and hai
nights,
neither
nor

strength
energy. There was always a fear and
dread in my mind, I had cold, nervous,
weak spells, hot flashes over my body.
I had a place in my right side that was
so sore that I could hardly bear tha
weight of my clothes. I tried medicines
and doctors, but they did me little good,
and I never expected to get out again.
I got Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and Blood Purifier, and I certainly would have been in grave or in an
asylum if your medicines had not saved
me. But now I can work all day,
sleep
well at night, eat anything I want, have
no hot flashes or weak, nervous spells
AH pains, aches, fears and dreads
are
gone, my house, children and husband
are no longer neglected, as I am almost
entirely free of the bad symptoms I had
before taking your remedies, and all is
dogs.
pleasure and happiness in my home."-M- rs.
Prairie dogs are easily controlled by
Josie Ham, R.
a formula developed at the agricultur- Shamrock, Missouri. p. D. 1, Box 22,
al college.
?fi?
advice
Circular No. 8 contains a copy of this Lj
E. Pinkham Medicinewrit
Co.,
formula, also information as to the (confidential) Lynn, Mass.
PRAIRIE DOGS
Damage The loss from prairie dogs
to the farmers and ranchmen through
out the western and southwestern
states is estimated at ten million dollars annually. Wha is your share?
According to government experts, 32
prairie dogs consume as much grass
a3 one sheep, and 256 prairie dogs as
much as one cow. These figures are
for pasture land only. The Injury done
to cultivated fields Is much greater,
on account of the value of the crops.
Control The state of Colorado is
prepared to furnish free information
relative to the destruction of prairie

,
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In Our Men's Store
All This Week
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store is now
OUR men's
line of new

ready with a
clothing for fall and winter.
You will find this showing authentic, as
these clothes are designed and manu
factured on Fifth Avenue, New York,
the style center of the world in men's,
apparel. But style has been a second-ar- y
consideration in making these
clothes-th- e
main object bing to make
clothes that were not only stylish and
nobby, but tailored to hold their shape, and to
give satisfactory service.
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The cloth used in making "Frankel Suits and Overcoats" is
guaranteed pure wool. The trimmings and findings are first

class in every

f
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combined with expert designing
and tailoring is the reason this guarantee is possibIeThi"s
garment is guaranteed to be all wool and to give satisfactory
WEAR OR. A NEW ONE FREE.
We invite your inspection of these
truly remarkable clothes
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and $20.00

$15 00
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Greys, browns, blues, and blacks are the predominating colors in men's
suits this fall. Some are striped with a thread of silk, some are dark checked.
The coat styles are mostly conservative, although we are
showing classy English models with roll fronts and
patch pockets. The fabrics are all wool and
the prices $ 1 5 to $20.

Frankel Overcoats

-

a-

Suits- -

The

illustration will give you some idea of the
classy lines of our overcoats,
but come in and slip into one of them-i- ts far more
convincing. Browns, blues,
grys and blacks are the colors, in either Balmaccains or conservative models.
1 he fabrics are
chinchillas, kerseys and fancy mixtures. Priced $ 1 5 to $20.

ItJ"

Macklnaws- The cloth used in these mackinaws

is especially woven by a
process that
makes them resist cold and moisture better than the old
way of weaving them
The patterns are
plaids and chinchillas. Prices $8 to $ 1 2.

Furnishings- -
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In this department you will find only the well known reliable
brands that
we can recommend and guarantee. Bradley Sweater Coats, Wilson Shirts
pajamas and underwear, Arrow Collars, Interwoven Hose, Cowan's Neckwear and Mallory and Stetson Hats. Hanan, Crossett and Douglas Shoes
I
$3.5U to $7.50 pair.
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i litb have offered the slightest protest
djing statement of a Pennsylvania
cr have even invited Captain Held to bank cashier regarding V. H. Andrews

continue to maintain the legal department la this city.
ESTABLISHED 187
There has been a disposition upon
the
part of the Santa Fe to move evPubliKa by
erything movable away from this city,
THE OPTIC PUNISHING. CO.
ond while the legal department Is not
(Incorporated)
a big Institution Las Vegas should at
. M. PAOQETT. . . . ... m
Editor. least protest against its loss. It always la headed by men of large caliber of whom any city might be proud.
In view of the fact that Captain Reid
I? n former Las Vegan, It might not
tio any harm at least to ask hlrc to
Catered at the postotflea at East
ninke his headquarters here.
s
La Vegas, New Mexico (or
the
United Btatei
through
tails aa second das matter.
-

traos-aOsslo-

VONIi:itFUL CONSISTENCY'

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
An eloquent tribute to the remark-r.- l
le consistency of the Albuquerque
Dally, by Carrier
rsr Oopj
1 .05 Journal is contained in an editorial in
Oae Week
j.6 yesterday evening's Santa Fe N'eW
One Month
.
.ei Mexican, which, in pwrt, is as follows:
.
One Year
7.8 0
The Case of Hernandez
The Albuquerque Morning Journal,
Dally, by Mall
Oae Tear (In advance)
6.00 converted to the Fergusson cause af
S.oo ter it failed to nominate "Bull"-Atlx Months (is advance)
Oae Tear (In arrears?
7.00 drews as
republican candidate for
3.50 congress, comes out with a
Six Months (in arrears)
story al
WEEKLY OPTIC AND 8TOCK
leging that B. C. Hernandez, republi
can candidate, while treasurer of Rio
GROWER
$2.00 Airiba county, was found short In his
ie Terr
1.00 accounts to the extent of about fl,001
Six Months
having marked "paid" unpaid taxesi
(Cash In Advance for Mall
on various property in some of
due
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money which he was Interested. It is alleged
rder. It sent otherwise we will not that Mr. Hernandez made good his
Bhcrtage and that he excuses his al-to responsible tor lots.
Specimen copies tree on application. eped actions on the ground that he
meant to pay the sums referred to, his
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
defense practically amounting to an
EXPIRATION OF TIME
admission of carelessness and
PAID FOR
,

.

n

Advertisers are guaranteed the
doming from the Leading Republi
largest dally and weekly circulation can Newspaper of Xew Mexico conat any newspaper In northern New cerning the republican candidate
for
M ex lea
congress this is extremely interesting.
It is particularly interesting from
TELEPHONES
the fact that it Is published in the
Main 2
fuslness Office
Morning Journal; but we
News Department
Main 7 frar that the
allegations do not carry
any additional weight for this deason.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1914. The Morning Journal has made statements about candidates before. It acWHY NOT ASIC HIM?
cused Frank A. Hubbell of official
It has been announced repeatedly enormities in Bernalillo couunty, fresh
that Captain V. C. Reid, recently ap- in the mlnd3 of the people of the counpointed solicitor for the Santa Ve rail- ty and state, beside which the alleged
way in New Mexico, would remove irregularity of Treasurer Hernandez
as a petty and trifling,
tlio state headquarters of the road's
U sui
and amateurish attempt. It
department from Las Vets to
'buquerque. So far as The Optic carried in its columns for months at
owe, no citizen or the Commercial cne time a placard quoting the alleged
Insig-nlf:ca- nt

1

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

1914.

far the only woman who has gone
c
aloft in the
flier.
Elated with her success she returns
that night to Mrs, Knickerbocker's
house and collects her wager from the
astounded Dunbar.

"MUTUAL GI8L" AT

find otherwise painted W. H. Andrews
in hues so black that beside him B. C.
Hernandez appears as an angel of
purest light. Yet, the Morning Jour-

nal has formed a political alliance with
Frank A. Hubbell and Judge E. A.
Mann, whom it has also held up to
public contumely In years gone by.
and led a futile fight for the nomination of W. A. Andrews by the repugll-ean- s
for congress. One involuntarily
ir, assailed by the thought that perhaps
this time next year the Morning Journal may have decided that Hernandez
is not as black as it now paints him
and that possibly it may be espousing
him then, as It has Andrews, for some
public office. If the Morning Journal
can become reconciled to political
with a man whose
"j,ang" It has charged with filching
tens of thousands of dollars from the
public coffersf is it not easily conceiv-r.- l
le that it may later become recon
ciled to a man whom It charges with
tiding 11,000 and then putting it back?
For these reasons, we say, the charg
es against Hernandez are perhaps not
so convincing as they might otherwise
be. The Morning Journal has in days
sone by made statements regarding
or.e George W. Prichard; one Apolonlo
Sena of Las Vegas; a prominent
young society woman of Albuquerque
and. others too numerous to mention.
It has experienced a change of heart
in regard to these statements; in particular the state supreme court saw fit
to affirm a penalty of $3,000 for its
fctatements In the last mentioned case.
For these and other reasons, we say,
statements appearing in the Morning
Journal about persons In public or pri
vate life do not always carry conviction.
The attitude of the Morning Journal
is an offense to journalistic
decency.
A newspaper which flatly stultifies itself by kaleldoscoplo changes of atti
tude on every public question and candidate, It makes Its charges directly
after Informing the public that it
would not support Hernandez for the
sole reason that he could not be

15,

trans-Atlanti-

MUTUAL THEATER
FILM WILL
INTERESTING
SHOWN TONIGHT AT BRIDGE
STREET HOUSE

BE

Tonight only at the Mutual theater
on Bridge street will be shown the
twenty-nintreel la the "Mutual Girl"
series. A synopsis of the story is as
follows:
Margaret has found the Woman
with the Red Rose, as bidden to do
by Madame Dolores. She has learned
the secret that The Woman holds for
her. It is fraught with either menace
or Joy but which? Only distance
and the flight of time can give the
proper perspective tq that.
And then, while. Our Mutual Girl,
Mrs. Knickerbocker, Madge
Travis,
Margaret's friend, and Howard Dunbar, the Man of Mystery, are discussing the excitement of the preceding
days while Margaret's quest was on,
Our Mutual Girl, with characteristic
impulsiveness, abruptly changes the
topic of conversation. Water that
has gone over the dam, ever has been
uninteresting to Margaret Barring.
In her artistic standards, she Is a
in action.
She has met Lieutenant John C.
Porte, who will try to fly across the
Atlantic in his huge air boat in the
early winter. And now as the hydro
aeroplane rapidly - nears completion,
the New York newspapers are filled
with stories of this remarkable under
taking. Margaret, ever an omnivor
ous reader of the day's news, sees a
story of Lieutenant Porte's trying-ou- t

Automobile srage One to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce
8 a. m., arriving
Mora 9:45 a. m.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, )5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
tor one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop

h

post-futuri-

flights.-

'

-

Instantly she makes up her mind
to go up In The America. And, the
idea once implanted in her swift, fertile brain, action rapidly follows. She
broaches the subject to her aunt. Mrs.
Miss
Knickerbocker remonstrates.
Travis objects. Dunbar teases and
foolishly adds to Margaret's determi
nation to go up by wagering with her
aunt that she will not fly.
And that night Margaret leaves her
The Morning Journal as the guide
to go alone
to public morals in New Mexico is aunt's Fifth avenue house
to Hammondsiport.
the next
Early
somewhat of a Joke. It fosters cor
she reaches the aeroplane
morning
ruption in one breath and howls for
factorp of Glenn Curtiss and, a few
official purity In another.
minutes later, she is away in a won0
derful, down the wind flight in The
Read The Optic Want Ads.
America with Porte, the first and thus

SIZED CROWD

A GOOD

HEAR

WILL

For a Weak Stomach
3fie Rjstcl Rose tind Silver
There are people right in this vicinity who find it necessary to be very
careful about what they eat as they
attmciiw lunckSetr
have weak stomachs. , Many of them
3 dixvrjtcd with appropriate
VjT
would be very much benefited by the
same treatment that cured Mrs. Ernest Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohiv who
writes, "I had a weak stomacu and
for years certain food disagreed with S:
me. I would feel uncomfortable for
-hours after eating. I lost weight and
became debilitated. Then I began
Selected China decorated in taste
taking Chamberlain's Tablets and the in
the famous studios of "Pickard."
promptness with which they benefited
me surprised both myself and my famThe most attractive tableware made.
ily. They strengthened my digestion
See our new decorations.
and in a short time I was sound and
well. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
.

Pickard China

r'

BISHOP

,

CATHOLIC
LECTURE AT THE NORMAL TONIGHT IS ENTIRELY FREE
TO THE PUBLIC

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

CLERGY TO

HOLD MEETING HERE E. BOSENWALD

Kidney Trouble Causes

A Lame Back

It

it

will give you even worse If
not checked. Mrs. IL T. Straynge,
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on
And

her back with kidney trouble and Inflamed bladder. She says: "I took
Foley Kidney Pills and now my back
Is stronger than in years, and both
kidney and bladder troubles are entirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

&
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HOLD ANNIVERSARY

There is every indication that there PRECEDING
THEY
CONFERENCE
will be a large number of people at
WILL, PRAY FOR POPE

the Normal University hall this evening to hear Bishop Hughes of the Methodist Episcopal church give his
lecture. The bishop, who resides in
California, has a reputation all over
thfi United States as an Interesting
and eloquent speaker as well as a man
of earnest endeavor and high ideals.
Hia lecture this evening will be given
'
entirely without compensation, the
on
Is
who
his way to Albubishop,
querque to preside at the state Methodist conference, having been induced to stop off here by Rev. Edgar
C. Anderson. The public Is cordially
invited to attend the lecture. Bishop
Hughes will arrive in the city on
train No. 9.

TAUPERT'S

PIUS' REPOSE
Tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock the
Catholic clergy of the deanery of Las
Vegas will assemble in the Church of
Our Lady of Sorrows for tho purpose
of celebrating a requiem high mass
for the repose of the soul of the late
Pope Pius X and all the deceased
bishops and priests of the archdiocese
of Santa Fe. After mass, at 9 o'clock,
the clergy will meet in the parochial
residence to hold a conference on
dogmatic, moral and pastoral matters.
The deanery of Las Vegas i3 composed of the entire northern portion
of the state, and 'occupies
of the Catholic territory in Ntw Mexico. Over 15 priests are expected to
the conference, and Rev.
attend
Father Paul Gilneiion, the dtan, is
making preparations for. their entertainment. Las Vegas Catholics are
fortunate In having available the services of several clergy at all times,
while many cities of much larger size
have only one or two priests.
ono-fouit-

RECOGNITION

IS DESIRED

t,
Washington, Sept. 15. H. Von
the newly appointed German
minister to Mexico, asked Secretary
Middleweights and
lightweights Bryan today when the United htates
have the call at the present time. The wtuld recognize a new government
crop of heav;. weights seems to be there, and learned that no conclusion
had been reached.
getiing poorer every year.
Eck-hard-

WEST SIDE FIRM HAS BEEN
EXISTENCE FOR FIFTY.
TWO YEARS

In celebration of their
anniversary, the E. Rosenwald & Son
firm this morning threw open their
doors to an immense crowd of shoi-perattracted by the announcement
last night of the annual anniversary
sale. The doors opened at 9 o'clock,
of an hour
and for
fore that time the street In front of
the establishment was crowded with
people. The Rosenwalds are offering high grade merchandise at remarkably low prices. The firim has
been in continuous existence on the
plaza for 52 years and is well known
all over the state. The Rosenwalds
are engaged in the installation of daylight lamps all over the store. By the
use of these it Is possible to match
colored fabrics perfectly at any time,
day or night.
fifty-secon- d

s,

three-quarter-

s

CUTTING THE ACREAGE
Washington, Sdt. 15. As a result
of conferences among congressmen
from: nine cotton states, Senator Shep-par- d
of Texas today sent requests to
governors of those states to meet in
Washington and discuss the question
of curtailing next year's crop.

While In St. Louis, Chicago, Philadelphia and New York during the month of August, our buyer had the opportunity to observe what is bein the latest wearing apparel and to pick up some very fine bargains. Hosts of p etty things are here for your inspection. The store
shown
ing
is filled with lovely new merchandise and the prices will agreeably surprise the most careful buyer. Your inspection is heartily invited. We
will try to make your visit pleasant as well as profitable.

THE PRETTIEST STYLES TO BE BROUGHT OUT THIS SEASON ARE BEING SHOWN RIGHT

Striking New Fall Suits - Coats
and Dresses Claim Attention
the eye travels down a long line from the
s
waist deep front to the
length back

Broadcloth is satiny, beautiful shades predominates
there are plenty
among the smooth materials used-bu- t
of rough kinds too. Tete de negre, chocolate brown,
Russian Green and French, navy and carbean blue are

three-quarter-

:new different distinctive, many are more uniform
in length, and some hold to cape - effects; but in
skirts these suits keeps unanimously to the tunic
in some form, or a simulation thereof. Here they
are? Ueep-tonesoft and rich, with collars that
to
close
in the back, and with elabthe
throat
stay
orate trimmings that utilize cords and tassels.vel-vet- s'
braids and buttons,
u

the pretty colors. Tiered skirts in several.;!
new forms, coats short and long, the use of braid in
these points
trim tailored style here and there-agive a very distinguished and attractive air to the
group. No two suits alike.

are some

d,

:
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t

Prices $15 to $42.50
Skirts ere Ready
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Light Patterns
for
89c

BARGAIN

Pay Day Specials
"
20 Yards
Good Quilting

Challies'
for

sT3T

JTJ

mi

x

Willi

The New Waists are Basques

JiMIffif
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TABLE

Sizes 2 to to 5,

5'2 to

pair

per

8,

2

IFF1
yi

PRICES 010 to $12.50
25c

Best Dress

Poplins

G'nghams

In all Colors
Black and White

27 Inch

Your Choice

Mercerized

per yard

per yard

11e
(10 yds to a customer)

per

19c

98c

'THE1

--

Kilt;

89c

SPECIALS

We have placed on this bargain table
a big assortment of Middy Blouses,
U'r.en Skirts, Women's Wash Dresses,
etc., your choice o fanything on the
Table
OFF.
ONE-HAL-

Day Special

pair

$1.00

And very pretty and piquant they are Worn outside the skirt. One style of
plaid 'voile has a little girdle in the back and odd Collar and vCu(fs.- Others
are mainly Chiffon, gathered into very wide girdels and finished with cape
collars. Everyday now we are getting in more and more new styles.

Children's Button
'
M iShoea

Sizes

t

Prices $15 to $30.00

Sco Thorn on the Second Floor
Pay Day Specials
10 Yards
Extra Heavy
Outing Flannel

of

ll

Autumn Skirts of many kinds of cloths and lnt many com-binations of materials, priced from $. to $12.50 Some with
tunics, some in kilted styles and some as straight and simple
as possible.

Wash Dresses
for
Children's School
Wear
All Sizes

NOWif

First of the Fine Fall Suits
for Young- Women' and Misses

And

STORE

E.LASVEGAS.

y

f
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-

,Q8c

millinery, recognizing the su
premacy of black velvet and favor accorded satin, Is ready. Much that Is
all black and much that Is black and
white all in one fashionable assem

6
Spools Thread
Nos. 40 and 50
Black or Whits

for
25c

Merrick'

Thread Only

Autumn

or Quality'
r

.,$1.25 and $1.50
Men's
Shirts
Best Madras and
Percales
each
:

is

-

Autumn
;

kr
num.
&

1

Millinery

blage.

IN

PRICES

$2o $12.50
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Austrian

PERSONALS
Home, dressmaker.
system, 20 years ex
711 Main
porlence, work guaranteed.
240. Adv. eoa is.
Main
Phone
etieet,
Charles P, Cote of St. Louis is reg
ie tared at a local hct?l.
is
D. Goldbaum of San Francisro
trade
the
today.
visiting
Jesse McShee of Phoenix is among
the recent hotel arrivals,
W. Thomas Johnson of Denver is
among the recent hotel arrivals in
Las Vegas.
A. L. White of Detroit is in the city
making a few business calls.
George A. Mansfield of Chicago is
here for a short visit among the trade.
W. J. MoGuln, a Denver business
man, is stopping at a local hotel.
F. V. Fisher of Albuquerque is in
the city for a short stay.
D. A. Yeaer and wife came in yesterday from their home at Willard, N.
M., for a short visit.
George Gaddy of Pueblo is In the
city for a few days.
B. C. McKeeby of Raton came in
yesterday for a brief stay.
William C. LaBerge and family and
W. S. Smith and wire, all of Denver,
arrived yesterday and are registered
at one of the local hotels.
J. R. Bryant of Terre Haute, Ind,
Is stopping at one of the city's hotels.
P. L. Lawson of Trinidad is in the
city for a few daps.
H. C. Vlles and wife of Holman, N.
M., are registered at a local hotel.
Henry Essinger, a, traveling salesman of Albuquerque, came in yester
'
day for a brief stay.
A. L. White, who has been spadnng
the summer at El Porvenir, left today
for El Paso.
W. W. Pace who has been stopping
at the Y. M. C. A. for a week of more,
left this morning for El Porvenir for
several weelts.
J. B. McCoy, division supply clerk
of the Santa Fe railway, Is on the road
v.ith the supply car, visiting points on
'hi n division.
Cy Haslett and family expect to
"lefive tonight for Illinois, where they
vili reside.
Mr .and Mrs. William White left last
night for Boston, where they prob-eblwill spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Collins are here
from Los Angeles for a visit wltih
Mrs. Collins' folk, the Flints. They
y

Atnerfcan
At Washington

League
K. H. K.
5
11 0

17

Boston
Washington
Batteries: Shore, Bedient and Thom
as; 'Johnson, Engle and Ainemith.
R. H.
Second Game
1
3
Boston 0 5 2
Washington .
Batteries: Collins and Carrigan'
Bentley, Engle and Henry, Williams.
R. H. E.
At New York
2 5 3
Philadelphia
1 4
4
New York
Fish
and
fehawkey
Lapp;
Jlatterlop?

er ana

Sweeney.

R. H. E.
At St; Louis
6 13 0
St. Louis
6 10 0
Chicago .
Batteries: Weilman, Mitchell, Hant
llton and Agnew; Clcotte and Schalk.
R. II. E.
At Cleveland
.4 12 2
Cleveland .
2
-- 6 14
Detroit
Batteries: Bishop, Morton, Dillinger
and O'Neill; Covaleskle and McKee.

National League

R. H. E.
At Boston
4 7 8
Boston
3 8 1
Brooklyn
Batteries: Rudolph and Gowdy; Ra- gan, Jfeffer, Allan and McCarty.
R. H. E.
At Chicago
4 9 2
Pittsburgh
7 11 3
Chicago
Batteries:
McQuillan,'' Mammaux
and Coleman; Vaughn and Archer.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
3 10 1
New York
2 6 2
Philadelphia
Batteries: Tesreau and; Meyers;
Tlncu pand Burns.
R. H. E.
Second Game
6 13 5
New York
10 10 0
Philadelphia
Batteries: Mathewson, OToole and
McLean, Johnson; Mayer and Dooin;.

Federal League
R. H. E.
At Pittsburgh
2
6
2
Chicago
1
S 15
Pittsburgh .
McGuire
Batteries:
Prendergast,
and Wilson; Camnitz and Berry.

R. H. E.
At Buffalo
12 13 1
Collins, who is managing editor of Buffalo
7 l-- -" J- - 9 3
the Los Angeles Herald, is one Of the BC"Louis-02rt--.- :
Batteries: Ford, Brown and Blair,
prominent newspaper men of the
coast country.
Allen; Groom, Watson and Simon.
IO UGIO

1U1

The First National Bank

OfflJlOl

Marching on Budapest
London, Sept. 15. According to a
statement Issued here today by the
Servian ligation there are now In
Servian
Hungary at least 150,000
troops, successfully .pushing an offen
sive movement against the forces of
the dual monarchy.
Tho Austrians are entrenching at
all strattgic points on all the roads
leading to Budapest. A large Servian
army Is marching toward Frushka- gora, a position of great importance.
the purpose being to render service to
the Servian left flank.
Continuing, the legation declares
that In Bosnia the Servians are
Visnegrad, and that their ad
vance line is nearing Saraveyo, which
is strongly fortified and where des
perate fighting is expected. The pn
diction Is made that a Junction soon
will be formtd with a Russian- - army
sweeping to the westward.
Much Gloom In Austria
Vienna, Sept, 14 (via Paris, Sept
15). The news of Russia's increas
ingly vigorous occupation of eastern
Galicia is exercising-depressing Inofficial
fluence in
circles and among the more Intelligent classes of the monarch", but up
to the present time the ma.--J of the
people seem credulously wlllin to ac
cept as satisfactory the meager of
ficial bulletins given out by tin au
thorities. They welcome eagerly any
report which seems half way encour
aging.
That anxiety is fe.lt in higher cir
cles, however, is manifest by the long
conference the ministers of the:' dual
monarchy are holding constantly at
Schoenbrunn with Emperor Francis
Joseph.
The newspapers of Vienna maintain an extraordinary reserve con
cerning the passing of events in Gall- cla and on the Servian frontier. The
only journal offering any comment on
the Lemberg situation was the Neue
Freie Presse, which said:
"We can say nothing more than that
the moral quality of the Austrian and
Hungarian troops must eventually
'prove victorious."
A telegram rect-ievIn Vienna from
Budapest quotes the Hungarian min
ister of national defense as saying:
"We stand well. Our position ev
erywhere is good; more than this, I
cannot say."
The frequent optimistic public ut
terances of Count Stephen Tlssa, the
Hungarian premier, latterly have
ceased, and the official bulletins given
out in Budapest are silent regarding
the campaign against Servia.
Austrc-Hungari-

an

To consider In Selecting: Vour Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discount
0I0.914
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
luO.Onu 00
Premiums on U. S. Bonus
l.mio 00
14.31 1 tt
Bonds. SKCiirkies. etc
fTOHO
Id
r
Hunk
".urn
Mock
ederai Reserve
BanktoK bouse furniture tnd fixtures.. 6.745 00

Other real eslateowned
Due from National Bunks (not re
serve aireiits)
Due from State and Private Hanks
and Bankers, Trust Companies, and
Savinits Hanks
Due from approved reserve agents
.
Checks and otber casta items
Kxchuntfes for Clearing House
Notes of other National Bunks
Fractional paper currency, piokels,
and cents
-

Second: Can I get it when I want it?.
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility,

19.377 76

.li

siu-- i

91 W
TO.Jiil 19

!l

XI

.1.444 09
13,495 Oo

ill
Lawful Money Reserve In Bank, vix:
4.itt9 3."
Specie
l.tu'i 00 49,014
l.eitul tender notes
Redemption fund wt'h U. S Treasurer
a.oou
(o per cent circulation)
Due from U. b. Treasurer
911.093
Total

so

Peoples Bank & Trust Company

33
Uo

ae

Capital and Surplus $125,000.00

TJADlUTIES.
Capital f.toek paid in
Surplus fund
Undivided prollts, less expenses and
taxes paid
Reserved for taxes
National Banknotes outstanding
Due to other Nutional banks Due to State and Private Hanks and
Hankers
Due to Trust Companies and Savings Banks
Individual dcioslts subject to check-Tim- e
Certificates of deposit
Time certificates of deiKjsit
( et lined Checks
Cashier's checks outstanding

100.(100 00
,OJU 00
3 ST5 81
HO
tt
100,000 00
10,403 05

M.856 73

tl.916

clad as civilians, traveling from Tien
Teln to Tslng Tau by the Chines"

railroad

ii3,7K4 67
as.soo oo
39
aw,
40 00
457 ai

E

I

Washington,

Directors.

today
by the,( Uuited Mine Workers of

America that they had accepteu'
the tentative basis for the settle- ment of the Colorado strike sub- mitited by the president last
week. The mine operators have
hot yet replied

BANK

OF LAS VEGAS.
Mexico,
close of business Sept, 12th., 1914

RESOURCES.
7OT.0T807
Loans and Discounts
and unsecured secured
Overdrafts,
100,000 00
U. S, Bonds to secure circulation
Other Hnnds to secure Postal Sav- 10.000 00
lnirs, $10.0110
19,200 00
Honds. securities, etc
Stock In Federal Reserve Bank, all
21W1 57
other stock fcis.tHl 5?
d.700 00
Hanklnsr house, furniture and flxtures
5,878 00
Other real estate owned
Due from National Hanks (not re39.192 76
serve atrents)
Due from Slate and Private Ranks
and Hankers, Trust Companies and
164 80
Savinizs Hanks
Due from approved reserve agents in
.
Central Reserve Cities 75,337.51; in
90.77 40
other Reserve Cities I5.4M.S9
Checks and other cash Hems
ml, 79
Ml
Exchanucs for Cleatimr House
2.670 00
Notes of otber National Hanks
Fractiomil paper currency, nickels
i!02 70
and cer ts
Lawful Money Reserve in bank, viz:

Specie

.".

notes

Leiral-ten.le- r

Redemption
t
wulr

fund with U. S.

it

Total

45,889 85
54.619 85
8.700

oirouiulton)

Treas'r

..

5,000 00

.1,073,197 80

.

LIABILITIES'

-

ur-th-

our-.righ- t,

;

by-the

CHAS. LEVIS

.

Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less expenses and
....
taxes paid
National Bank notes outstandinn
Due to other National Banks
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Banks
Individual deposits subject to
certificates of deposit
Cashier's checks outstanding
Postal Savings Deposits

check-Tim- e

Total

100.000
50,000

I
(

00
00

S.32S
9S.OI0 00
,098 79
17,003 88
4.14.918 40
353,814 94
7,415 27
7,3-i- l
31

1.073.497

STATE OF NKW MKXICO,

60

"

CorjHTT of San Miooku
I, D. T. Hoskins. cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and

belief.

D. T.

HOSKINS.-Cashie-

r,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th
day of Sept,, 1914. .
Ciabekck Idew.
seal
Notary Public.
My commission expires Sep. 13th., 1917.

Correct Attest:
CHRIS WIEOAND.
J. M. CUNNINGHAM,
FRANK. orKlNvjKK

1

Directors.
1

heer from Tsing Tao, of German origin, declares a vanguard of Japanese
cavalry is at Kiao Chowcity. Kiao
Chow is a few miles northwest of
Kiao Chow territory.
China Is Blamed

The same report has been transmit
ted to the government. The Japanese
vanguard consists of 30 men. Three
hundred more cavalrymen are close
behind them.
The German charge, d'affaires in
Peking, Baron von Maltzan, has notified the foreign office that his, gov
ernment reserves the right to ' ' deal
with China, at the present tune and
the future, as it sees flt,: because of
the alleged breach of neutrality on
the part of China in permitting the
land on Chinese,' territory of Japanese troops whose destination was
Kiao Chow. The German government
further reserves the right to exact
compensation for the losses which it
and German subjects may sustain as
a result of this action.
The German charge disputes the
Chinese contention that the situation
is analogous to that existing during
the
war. He declared
that China should have given notifica
tion of the extension of the fighting
zone before the Japanese landed, thereby giving the Germans equal oppor
tunity to make use of this territory.
In a previous protest Baron Von
Maltzan declared that the Chinese government should have handed the Japanese minister In Peking his passports
when Japenese troops landed at Lung
:

Russo-Japanes-

e

Presi- -

15.

Sept.

dent. Wilson was notified

Las Vegas in the State of New

at the

KYSTAL BUTT El

COLORADO MINERS HOLD A MEETING TO DECIDE ON
ACTION

Heport of the Condition of The
at

MAY

COME IN FEW DAYS

1

SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL

You Will Find

END OF STRIKE

94S.093 88

R sYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS
S. B. DAVIS, Jb

-

He.

SO

I

Correct Attest:
JEFFERSON

W AO

The-fligh-

of business, Sept 12th., 1914

C'ountt or
Miurjuu f
I, Hallett Raynolds. Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
HALiLiKTT KAVNOLDS. Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
l.'itn day of Sept, 1914.
Gko. A. Flkming,
seal
Notary Public

9--

TAILOR

at the close

Total

R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
Russians Badly Beaten
10 12 2
Indianapolis .
Berlin,
5
Sept, 15, "(by wireless to New
7
0
Brooklyn
York via Sayville, L. I.) It was ofMet
15.
Senate:
and
Batteries:
Raridan;
Falkenburg
Sept.
Washington,
ficially announced In Berlin tonight
at 11 a. m.
Seaton, Somers, Maxwell and Land.
that Baron von Hindenburgh has tele
The filibuster against the rivers and
R. H. B. graphed Emperor William that the
At Baltimore
harbors bill was continued.
2 8 5 Russian army of Vilna, composed of
a
to
Kansas
decided
City
oppose
Republicans
3 4 0 the second, third, fourth and twen
war tax measure In any form what- Baltimore and tieth army corps, two reserve divisions
Adams
Batteries:
ever.
Packard,
House: Met at noon.
Easterly; Qulnn, Smith and Jacklitgcr. of cavalry, have been completely de
feated by the Germans. The Russian
Democrats prepared to caucus towere heavy.
casualties
on
the war tax bill.
Westerrf League
night
The numbers of Russian prisoners
R. H.E.
Motion by Rerepresentative Tribble
At Denver
Hinden- 3 Is Increasing, General Von
to pass the senate bill for issue of cur- Sioux Cltiy
of
destruction
7 14
2 berg goes on, and the
rency up to 75 per cent limit on com- Denver There
continues.
the
Russian
army
Batteries: Ritchie, White and Murmercial paper was blocked by objechave been spoils of war, In enormous
tion.
phy; Mitchell and Block.
quantities, taken, by the Germans.
Representative Lever made another
The Russian army of Grondo has
H.
E.
R.
At Lincoln
unsuccessful attempt to have the house
defeated at Lyck. It comprised,
been
2
15
Lincolnthe'
ill
consider
to facilitate bank
to the Twenty-secon- d
addition
in
0
14
3
credits on warehouse receipts for cot- Omaha .
remnant of the Sixth corps
the
corps,
and
Ehman
Batteries:
Blackburn;
ton, grain and other staples.
and a part of the Third Siberian
Willis and Zabaugh.
corps.
K.
E.
H.
Second Game
Snowy Baker, the Australian promo
The German headquarters announc2 2 0
,
ter, has Inaugurated a scheme for the Lincoln
ed at midnight last night that the
3
3
1
training of Australian schoolboys in Omaha
in France was still un
Batteries: Scoggins and Blackburn; heavy fighting
boxing and physical exercise. .
decisive.
French assault, it was
The
Styles and, Zabaugh.
said, had been repulsed. Prince Joa
chim, the youngest son of Emperor
Williams, who was wounded In battle,
is reported to be doing welt.
A dispatch received here from Constantinople said that certain British
naval Instructors in Turkey, accused
of having committed
depredations,
Wis ?bi?t
have" been prevented from doing f
harm.-- , j, ft is further declared in
(dohtinued ! from" Page One) - J
this
wing--thmessage that the wireless apparGermans
e
"On
were ;doublin :bjaclfcl.ifc &tiite (in atus had been removed from the Brit
For Fall and Winter should be
France) and on Metz in the Elme and ish embassy in. Constantinople.
Chateau Salins, (all In Lorraine.)
ordered now.
A Fight In China
"In the josgea and in Alsace the
Chi Mo., San Tung Province, China;
We have a complete line of forsituation progresseu.
"In ielglum the Belgian army Is Sunday, sept 13, (delayed) The first
eign and domestic suitings, comcontinuing to operate around Antwerp, encounter between German and Japanese forces on land occurred in a
causing serious losses to the enemy.
i
prising all the latest weaves, and
number of sharp skirmishes between
f
Celebrate
Servians
patrols of contesting forces at a point
at right prices.
Paris, Sept. 15. The taking of Seni close to Chi Mo. Previous to these
Servians has caused great engagements a German aeroplane flew
lis
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
manifestations and rejoicing in Bel over the district. The Japanese fired
receive special care.
grade, according to a dispatch to the on the machine, hut without success.
Havas Agency from Nish. A tedeum
A considerable Japanese force
Is
was sung In all the churches today. reported 25 miles to the north. A dis
On the afternoon of September 10 two pafch received from Weipsien, (60
Austrian monitors approached the Ser miles northwest of Klao Chow)
ssji
vian capital and fired about 50" shots 50 Japanese troops arrived there
The Servian artillery at Belgrade and
at Semlln replied, driving them off.
t
of the Austrians, the dis
Jap Cavalry at Klao Chow.
patch says .resembled a panic. tThe
Pekin, Sept. 15 A report received
Sun-flay-
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Mrs. G. W.
KelHter college,
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ent hostages.

SEPTEMBER

the best in all
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Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 15. "Thank
Gcd! We've got a great man another
Lincoln in the person of the president at Washington," said "Mother"
Mary Jones, 82 year old strike leader,
in a speech today before the convention of the Colorado miners called to
consider the proposal of President
Wilson for a three year truce In the
Colorado labor war. And the cheers
vhich greeted the tribute to the president brought smiles to the faces of
those officers of the United Mine
Workers of America who are advocating the adoption of the peace protocol.
"Mother" Jones, who admits authorship of the famous "save your money
and buy a gun," speech in West Vir
ginia, appeared today In the guise of
a peacemaker.
"The sword will have to disappear;
the pen will have to take its place,"
she declared.
The convention got under way
shortly before noon. The only business transacted at the morning session was the appointment of a committee to examine the credentials of
the delegates.
Lawson Gives Self Up
John R. Lawson, Colorado member
of the executive board of the United
Mine Workers of America, today surrendered himself to the sheriff of Las
Animas county to answer indictments
charging him with 12 murders fn con
nection with the coal miners' strike.
He was released on $15,000 bond.
Lawson is accused of the following
deaths:
Mack Powell, killed October 9, 1913;
John Nlmmo, killed October 25, 1913;
Tony Heno, Joseph Uppson, George
Hall, S. A. Newman, M. Newman, Edward Kessler, Gosney MurrakL Jacob
Smith and Kito, all killed In the battle
or Forbes April 29, 1914.
Lawson is charged with assault to
murder Walter Belk, October 7 and
Zeke Martin October 27, 1913. He is
alstj accused of arson in connection
with the attack on the Forbes mine.
Soon after his arrival from Denver today Lawson went alone to the sheriff! office to give himself up. He was
!d
to go to the district court and arrange for bond and return when his
bond was ready.
Felix ShippI, a striker from Sopris,
was arrested on a grand Jury warrant
today charging him with an assort
ment of murders.

SEASONS
experiences ended by the abduction
of the trembling village magistrate in
an aeroplane; the second Is the experience gf two aviators whose aeroplane was shot down in the midst of
the enemy's country. They managed
to find shelter in a forest, where they
wandered for five days without food.
Finall they were found, half delirious,
by advancing Germans. '
The two officers who had to land
near a Belgian village were attacked
by the local residents, who armed
themselves with shot guns. One of
the Germans succeeded In seizing the
village magistrate as a hostage, and
while" he kept his pistol at this official's head his companion repaired
the motor. Then they made the magistrate mount the aeroplane, whlcfc
luckily, was able to ascend with three"
passengers and speed away.
The other two men, whose machine
was wrecked when It came down,
were dazed and stunned from their
fall. They were Immediately attacked
,

1I

me

Optic.
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it a point to see the

New"

Coats,

Suits and Dresses at

The Golden Rule Store
Our reputation for good goods at"
lower prices is well established.

J

Children1 s aud Misses Coats
$1.98, $2.98, $3.98, $4.98 and Up

Ladies' Coats
,

k

KIDNAPERS

Subscribe for

Toggery

:'

NAUGHTY

WELL WATER POISONED
Butte, Mont., Sept. 15. An alleged
plan to poison the drinking water of
the 70 Montana militiamen now on
duty here in connection with
strike was discovered today.

Make

t--

AVIATORS ARE

forks and scythes. The Germans held
these men at bay with their revolvers
until they reached the dense woods,
in which they hid. Peasants
and
soldiers hunted them systematically
for days. They spent anxious hours
crouching in. holes like rabbitis while
their pursuers fired shotguns and
rifles Into every suspected thicket.
They lived on beets and the only
water they had was dew, which they
sucked from leaves.
Their minds almost gave way under the strain and they were burning:
with fever when a German patrol
found them.

New

;

GERMAN

by French peasants armed with pitch-

I

,

...

Theee are priced at from $358 up.
Variety of. icolor combination, materials and styles 'is' 'here found and it
will pay you to see what an elegant
coat may be had at $7.90 to $12.75, the
prices that are within reach of most
purses.

Ladies' Suijs
$9.90 to $19.90 gives you wonderful

Suit values.

Ladies' Dresses
THEY STEAL A BELGIAN MAGIS
TRATE AND FLY AWAY
WITH HIM

Berlin, Sept, 15 (via London). Two
interesting stories of the exiperiences
of the German aviators during operations in the enemy's country have
been received from) the front. The
Kow.
first is the recital of two officers who
The Japanese legation; on Its side, were forced to land from their mahas protested to tho foreign office chine near a hostile Belgian village
against German and Austrian soldiers, because of motor troubles and whose

Space does not .permit of much description, but be assured that
style, etc Messaline,
Charmeuse, Crepe de Chene, Wool Materials, etc. Prices Right as
'
Usual.

there is variety, newness,

-- J1C.

Penneu

Co-7n-

2ifi.ij'f
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Kept up
Cost Kent Down Qualit
No better medicine could be made
for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness,
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
That's why they cant Improve the
quality, and war or no war, the price
remains the same. No opiates. Don't
take substitutes, for Foley's Honey
Schaefer
and Tar is the best O.
Adv.
Cross
and Red
Drug Store,

15he

13he

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAIN ABU ALWAYS HANDLES'
BEST
rHD

OPTIC

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WOT

a

M.

A.

e

com-

munication first and
In
hlrd Thursday
tc-month. Visiting
b.others cordially in
M.
vited. Guy
Cary. W. M.. H. 8. Van
Petten. Secretary.

COLUMN

Reg-ula-

KNIGHT8
Of COLUMEUS, COUN)
CIL NO. 304. MeeU second and
oarth Thursday In O R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members

LOCAL TIME CARD:

OPTiC'S NUM1KK. MAIM L
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
Colic and Diarrheoa Cured
,DVEP
CLASSIFIED
TOR
RATE8
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
the
used
prepara
No one who has
TI8EMENTS
cation first Monday in each
tion will doubt the statement of Mrs
S
a UfiBAnit
Tomn a
t
who
Jennie Brown, Logansport, Ind.,
Inee'tlon,
each
cent per line
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brlnegar,
writes, "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Five
words to a line
)Sr4.f H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- and Diarrhoea Remedy has been used Estimate six ordinary
d to occupy lete space than two
tary.
nf mv family" and myself i No
k.,...
..
...... ah .av... m..
fnr ii.p nast 20 vears. For cramps lines
lll b. booked at .pace actually set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE' NO
and summer complaint it cannot be
without
4. Meets every Monday evening at
dv.
dealers.-Aregard to numo.r or wor,
all
or
lat."-Fsale by
Caen In advlnce preferred
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
brethren cordially Invited to attend
MR. TAFT HAS A BIRTHDAY
J. Frledenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
New Haven, Conn., Sept. 15. FormV. O.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
er President William H. Taft celebratC. V. Hedgcock,
anniverbirthday
ed his
with Wertz, Treasurer;
FOR RENT Nice front room
Trustee.
marked
was
occasion
Cemetery
The
sary today.
board, 918 Lincoln avenue.
of
by the receipt of a large number
felicitous messages from friends and FOR RENT Three rooms for light B. p. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
admirers throughout the country. Mr.
five room unfurnish- month Elks" home on
housekeeping;
NinCj street
at
Murray Bay
Taft spent the summer
ed cottage. Inquire 1118 actional and
avenue.
brothers
New
to
Douglas
Visiting
returned
and only recently
avenue.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
Haven to resume his duties as lec
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
turer before the Tale law school.
FOR RENT Modern six room house,

"

.k.,

Eait Bound
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

v-

I.... 7:20
4. ...11:64
I.... 2:26
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there probably never was a more ausf icious time than the present for holdtwenty-fiftthe
ins; a peace conference,
anniversary meeting of the t'niwas
to
vtrsal Peace congress, which
have assembled today in Vienna, has
Lren indefinitely postponed for reasons which It ia iinnrcessary to Btate.
Aside from deploring the present warfare which has involved all Kurope
the advocates of the peace and arbitration movement keenly regret the necessity for postponing the Vienna congress, as it was planned to make the
pnlhering the most notable and impressive of its kind ever held. WThen
the program for the gathering was
made up last spring acceptances had
been received from all the leading nations of the world to participate In
(he discussions. Two of the principal
topics slated for consideration at the
congress were "A Draft Convention
for the Reduction of Armaments," and
"The Problem of Franco-German

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars

Re-wn-

for any case of Catarrh that cannot he cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable In all

business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
hi3 firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.

cents
Testimonials sent free. Price
all
Sold
bottle.
Druggists.
per
by
Take Hall's Family Pills tor constipation. Adv..
75

ONE DRINK PER CUSTOMER

The article recently published about
a well known London public house
called "Dirty Jack's," where it was the
rule that only one drink could be served to customers at a single visit,
brings to mind another licensed house
in the city where not only is a similar
rule enforced, but wnere smoking is
strictly prohibited.
The proprietors of the licensed
house, which is in Artillery lane,
frankly state that they reserve to themselves the right to conduct their business upon any system
they may deem expedient, and they
cannot permit their rules to be broken
on any account with impunity. Furthermore, they respectfully request
all persons objecting to the regulations, and who are not willing to act
in strict conformity therewith, to kindly transfer their patronage to some
Bish-opsgat-

DR. F. S. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of

toy description !
moderate prices
Room 1. Center Block. Office Thone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411

No,

No.

I....
I....
...--

No.

1:10
:35
4:20
8:35

a
9.

Depart
1:86 p. ii
:4 a.
4:88 p. H
a. ft,

p. in

i

a. m
p. m

7:t

p. m

This elegant Rogers'

wSrlver Spoon
-- if you use

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy. 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. 13.

EMPRESS
FLOUR
f giving you
a present for tio

ing something
you 'd rio tiny
way when you
leam how Much

Meets second ami
fourth
Thursday evening eact
hall. Visiting
month at W. O.
brothers cordially invited. Howard f
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

L. O. O. MOOSE

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR nclb
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

WOODMEN OF AMERICA

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson,
Consul; G.
other establishment.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoFor upwards of 60 years they have cal Deputy. Visiting members are es
adopted, with others, the following! pecially welcome and cordially invited.
thiee rules:
"No person or party of persons can
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
be served, under any circumstances,
Osteopathic Physician
mere than once, the rule being that
Office Crockett Building
he, she, or they (as the case may be) Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
must have left the house at least half
Residence Phone Main 384
an hour before either is entitled to be
served again.
MONUMENT CO
"Smoking is strictly prohibited at
N. M.
Albuquerque,
all times and under all circumstances."
216 E. Central
13 Tears Practical Experience.
Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks? E.
A. JONES
W. W. BOWT.R8
Persons who are subject to bilious
attacks will be interested in the exGEO. H. HUNKER
perience of Mrs. Louise Shunke,
Attorney-at-LaFrankfort, N. Y., "About five years
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
ago I suffered a great deal from
and biliousness," she says. "I
began taking Chamberlain's Tablets
and they relieved mo at once.'' For
t,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
sale by all dealers. Adv.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 Ibe., Each Delivery
200 Ibt., to 1,000 Ibe, Each Delivery
60 lb, to 208 Ibe., Each Delivery
IF CONSTIPATED OR
Lees than 68 lb. Each Delivery
JONE8-60WEH-

I:S$
S:0I

For YOU!

Secretary.

MODERN

7:
p. A
11:61 p.

a. m
1:36 p. m
West Bound

18....

fifty-sevent- h

CITROLAX
ton.
Users say it Is the ideal, perfect
laxative drink. M. J. Terkins, Green
Bay, Wis., says "I have used pills,
oils, salts, etc., but were all disagree
able and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax 1 FOR SALE 100 head fat steers, 100
have found the ideal laxative drink.'
head good stock cattle, 10 head of
For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy
horses. F. J. Wesner, East Las Ve
liver, congested bowels, Citrolax is
gas, New Mexico.
ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
FOR SALE At closing out prices for
two weeks only, surreys, buggies,
PEACE CONGRESS POSTPONED
harness, saddles, and entire equip
Washington, D. C, Sept. 15. Though
ment of Cooley's Barn.
-

Depart

p. m
p m

Arrive
No.

For Rent

JobWork

NO.

Meets every Monday night In
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cordially welcome. J. C. Wertx, president;
J. T, Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally,
Treasurer.
102

conclave second
each mcnta at Ma- - are cordiallv invited. Richard Pevlne,
In
dey
Temnla at 7:30 D. m. Dr. H. U. 0. K.: Fmik Angel, F. 8.
onr,l
Smith, E. C; Cnas. Tamme, Recorder.

opinions on numerous problems re
lating to the handling of railroad pas
singer traffic.

n,mw.

BROTHERHOOD

FRATERNAL

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
r
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR

f

(I

F.
t
Regular

NO.

LODGE

CHAPMAN

A.

MEETING OF PASSENGER AGENTS
iviRtnn. KeDL 15. The annual con
vention of the Association of General
Passenger Agents opened In this city
today and will continue through thegreater part of the week. The attendiance includes representatives of all
tlio principal railroad systems of the
fniled States and Canada. The ses
sions will be devoted to tne excuuuge

CAFF

ANB

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

ONE COUPON FR0W
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
PKNU1NE WM.
ROGERS &
A k
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH
REY (STERLING) FINISH

8

EMPRESS1
can be ob
tained in this city froti)

ALL GROCERS

indl-gettio- n

RETAIL PRICES

box.
Get a
Take a Cascaret tonight to cleanse
your liver, stomach and bowels, and
ycu will surely feel great ty morning.
Ycu men and women who have headache, coated tongue, a bad cold, are
bilious, nervous, upset, bothered with
a sick, gassy, disordered stomacn, or
have backache and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping your bowels clean
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil?
Cascarets Immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
fcul gases; take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the constipated
waste matter and poison from the bowels.

Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
Btraighten you out by morning. A
box from your druggist means
Wealthy bowel action; a clear head and
cheerfulness
for months.
Don't
foiget the children. Adv. -

per 1M JM.
per IN 1st.
.M.M.M.MIo per 1M Is
per 118 lh&
188 Ik
Mo
per
.M.w.o-

...e

..... :4e

AGUA PURA COMPANY

BIUOUS "GASGARETS"
T0NIGHT1 CLEAN YOUR BOWELS
AND STOP HEADACHE, COLDS,
SOUR STOMACH

,w......v.Hl
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men and our splendid board of in securing such a high grade and ef- directors, the latter as fine a body of fidtnt man; he will be a real addition
to its citizenship and doubtless sucmen as I have ever had to work with.
cessful in his work at the association.
"1 leave believing heart and soul in
' Both Mrs.
LeNoir and myself want
the posiiiblities of Las Vegas. The to express most deeply our apprecia
nof the splendid manner in which
goods are here; it is only up to the
people to show thent. I have found we have been received and treated by
y
pleasure real pleasure in what little the good people of Las Ve.aa.
I have had to do in interesting folks
they aer the solt of the earth
in our 6cenery and climate.
In my certainly we will never forget them.
two years' experience managing the
"The reason given in my resignaY. M. C. A. camp, and after talking tion of 111 health is a real one.
I'm
to hundreds of out of town people working on the theory that 'if you
regarding the scenery and climate, I don't take time to keep well you'll
can say
and
that have to take time to get sick.' "

ADVERTISE YOUR
CENERY AND

te

CLIMATE

Cer-taliil-

IS THE ADVICE OF MR. LENOIR
TO THE PEOPLE OF GREATER LAS VEGAS

15,

1914.

EVFN

Benefit

A

railed upon to deal with the moiripnt- ous affair of the disputed boundary
between Venezuela and British Guinea.
The dispute was of long standing
Kngiand had declined to make any
concessions or submit the question to
arbitration, in spite of repeated efforts
of the United States to induce her to
do so. Secretary Oiney agreed with
President Cleveland that the case de
manded a strong assertion of the Mon
roe doctrine on the part of the United
States.
The position of the United States
was set forth, in a dispatch sent by
Mr. Olney to Lord I'auncefote,
the
British ambassador. Lord Paunce- fote's reply, received some six months
later, was substantially a denial of Mr.
Olney claims of the application of the
Mf.nroe doctrine to ttie case. For a
time the situation seemed critical and
there was some apprehension tliat the
United States would become Involved
in a war with England. But neither
Mr. Olney nor President Cleveland was
ir.tlined to yield and eventually Eng
land gave way and agreed to submit
the question to arbitration.

COUPLE

FREE

LADIES

THE ARMORY

AX

ness
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REFERENCE WORKS ARE
NEEDED

BV LIBRARY

One Way Colonist Excursions to

CALFOrM

INSTITUTION COULD DO GREATER
WORK IF SHELVES WERE
ADDED TO

The demand for reference works Is
steadily increasing at the Carnegie
library, and the patronage of th Insti
tution would be much greater If there
were more books of this character
available, is the opinion of the librar
ian, Miss Bessie Cooley. The students
of both the Normal University and
tho iHgh school are making a continual demand for volumes that have
to do with matters
scholastic and
technical with which to supplement
their text books. Lack of funds and
contributions are a serious drawback
to the development of library

ALBERTA,

ARIZONA,

IDAHO, MEXICO,

BRITISH

COLOMBIA, COLORADO,
OREGON, TEXAS,
WASHINGTON AND WYOMING.

MONTANA,

NEVADA,

SASKATCHEWAN,
UTAH,
definitely
positively
work along the line of making Las
leave Ts Veeas with genuine regret. veaa a real ""miner resort is very RICHARD OLNSY 80 YEARS OLD
Boston, Sept. 15. Richard Olney,
He believes it has possibilities tor a r,l,nh worth while- To teU the PetP'e
. me
one
of New England's most distinour
1UI
pro
winery.
great future. In discussing his departo
Is
but
show
guished
tliem
per
the
lawyers and who filled the
idea;
ture Mr. LeNoir said this morning:
Tickets on Sale Daily,
post of secretary dt state during the
Through Tourist Sleeper
"It is indeed with real regret that ideal of advertising.
administration
"I
the
of
folks
wish
the
President
could
24th
late
some
to
October
read
September
A.
Daily Service
I leave the Las Vegas Y. M. C.
Unexcelled
8th, 1914.
When one lays plans a couple of of the letters I have received from Cleveland, entered upon his eightieth
and was the recipient of
years ahead and after working up to pleased and enthusiastic guests who year today
the point where one feels that results have spent some time at the ramp. congratulations from many friends
will begin to show and then have to They tell me that Yosemite, Grand throughout the country. Mr. Olney
celebrated his birthday anniversary
In the popular demand fiction holds
pull up and quit, you can imagine how Oftnyon, Colorado, have nothing on us
the place of first honors. The library
keen I regret leavmg the association and one lady write me that in com- - quietly, as is his habit, at his summer
paring our country our mountain home at Falmouth.
keeps up as well as Its limited funds
at this time.
Mr. Olney was born in the town of
will permit with the current books and
with
that
of
we
country
Liver
Your
Active
Switzerland,
Keeps
"While the work has been fraught
Healthily
It is out of these that the bulk of the
A man in Kentucky just told
with some little difficulties, yet I have ihave, by far, the best of the argu Oxford, Mass., September 15, 1S35, and
comes of sturdy Puritan stock. His friend that
Tickets on Sale Oct
ATLANTA, GA., and Account of
general
Foley Cathartic Tablets pplrons absorb most of their literary
found it very pleasant. I have found ment. Las Vegas has before her a
it pleasant not because of the results !so,den opportunity this coming win-- : education was received at Brown unl- - were the most wonderful medicine pabulum. Among the children the
return
convention
of
the 3, 4, 6. Final return
attained through what I have done ter m advertising her scenery and cli vcrslty and the Harvard law school. that had entered his system. Said he greatest demand is for books that deal
He
was
admitted to the bar in 1859 would not be without them. Neither in electricity,
Churches of Christ
limit Oct 17th, 1914.
wireless telegraphy,
as through that gained by the co- maie, especially ner eummer climate
Thousands of people are going to pass and soon attained prominence in his would you, if you had ever tried them aeioplanes and other modern mechan
our
busiour
of
operation
members,
A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for ical achievements.
our very doors on their way to Califor- profession.
The day of the
N.
M., Account of Pumpkin' Tickets on sale Sept.
MAXWELL,
For more than 20 years Mr. Olney chronic constipation or for an occa wishy-washnia and if they know Las Vegas they
slush with which the forPie and Baked Squash 16, 17. Final return
can be gotten to stop off. Then again devoted himself almost wholly to his sional purge. O. G. Schaefer and Red mer generation was fed seems to be
The lew Baby
and return
with no European travel what an op- - legal practice. He was engaged in Cross Drug Store. Adv.
npt; the youngsters of this day are
limit Sept. 18th, 1914.
day.
World's Wonder pcrtuity to make our city a real tour- many important cases and it was in
,
getting the kind of food that will
:,
ist point
recognition partly of his ability as a
equip them better for the after duties
"1 have heard
of life.
many argue that ad- lawyer and partly because of the
SPRINGER, N. M.i Account Colfax County Tickets on sale Sept.
Miss Cooley is eloquent when she
vertising our scenery and climate in services he had rendered Mr. CleveFair.
and return
24, 25, 26. Final return
speaks of the necessity of contribu
magazines is a waste of money, yet land's cabinet. He served in that
with
from
tions
at this very time our sister city, Al- capacity
for the expansion of the library.
ability
March,
limit, Sept 28th, 1914.
She, of all persons in the community,
buquerque, Is spending in this manner 1893, to June, 1S95, when he was apA
is in the most intimate touch with the
$?i00 per month for the next 12 months pointed secretary of state to succeed
Tickets on sale Sept.
RATON, N. M., and Account Northern New
cMrditions, and is best able to read
advertising only her climate. Mr. Walter Q. Gresham.
to Oct 3, Inclusive.
29
Soon after Mr. Olney entered upon
tJie pulse of the popular demand. She
Mexico Fair.
Egan, the secretary of the Commerreturn
new
the
of
office
duties
his
was
he
cial club writes me that the first
Final return limit Oct.
expresses the opinion that there Is a
wonderful opportunity to meet the
month's advertising brought in 250 re
4th, 1914.
Infant
makes
life's
perEvery tiny
e ds of the student class if the town
spective wider and brighter. And what- plies. Just yesterday a man from Alever there is to enhance its arrival and
will but get behind the library with
STOMACH TROUBLES
to ease and comfort the expectant mother buquerque told me that Las Vegas had
MUCH INTEREST IS EXPRESSED
N. Account Convention ot Tickets on sale Sept.
ALBUQUERQUE,
funds
that will enable her to put on
should be given attention.
more
resources
far
the
by
and
Among
poslarger
PARTY
THE
IN
OF
RESULT
27
Teal helpful things la an external ab30, Inclusive. Finthe shelves the books that the pupils
M
and return
National Sunday al to
CONTESTS
dominal application known as "Mother's sibilities than his city and yet those
return limit Oct. 3
of all the schools need.
Friend." There is scarcely a community folks are spending $500 well, what's
School of New Mexico.
but what has Its enthusiastic admirer of
1914.
this splendid embrocation. It is so well the. answer?
Clr. Ragland Writes Interesting
Primaries
15
women
of
most
Sept.
who know that
Baltimore,
thought
by
"By reason of climbing our mounhRS
Catcher Frank Snyder, who
drug stores throughout the United States tains,
wrre held throughout Maryland today been
enjoying your climate, seeing
Letter on This Subject
For other information call on D. L. Baichelor, Agent
carry "Mother's Friend" as one of their
doing such sensational work be- several
of
the
parto
''voters
the
give
staple and reliable remedies. It is applied your farms and meeting your people
!nd the bat for the Cardinals, ia only
to the abdominal muscles to relieve the I leave Las
ties an opportunity to express their 20
Vegas a staunch and sinstrain on ligaments and tendons.
years old. "
Those who have used It refer to the cere convert to her great and unlimpreferences for United States senator
ease and comfort experienced during the ited
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A. and representatives in congress. The
possiblities. I'll always feel that
period of expectancy; they particularly
refer to the absence of nausea, often so I'm conferring a favor upon those I Ragland, of this place, writes: "1 have failure of the progressive party to dis
been taking Thedford's
prevalent as a reault of the natural diiect this way.
hl
play the same amount of aggressive
expansion. In a little book are described
"To those who have been loyal to for indigestion, and other stomach troub- activity that they did two years ago
more fully the many reasons why
"'Mother's Friend" has been a friend the Y. M. C. A.
also colds, and find it to be the very detracted somewhat from the interest
during my secretary-s- i les,
Indeed to women with timely hints, sugmedicine I have ever used.
best
I
in the campaign, though this was made
and
reference.
for
It
ask their hearty and continued
helps
ip
gestions
ready
ehould be In all' homes. "Mother's Friend"
After taking
for a few
be
of
almost
up in part by spirited contests in sev
if
had
Mr.
way
especially with
any dmsrplst, hut
1
always feel like a new man."
you fall to find It write us direct and also
eral of the congressional districts. Tha
the new secretary. I know him days,
Ohio-Simplicit- y
write for book to Dradneld Kegulator Co
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain leaders of the
403 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Gs.
progressive party depersonally and Las Vegas is fortunate In
of
fullstomach, and a feeling of
pit
cided to confine themselves to the noness after eating, are Sure symptoms of
a candidate for United
stomach trouble, and should be given the mination of
States
senator,
leaving the contests in
proper treatment, as your strength and
two
health depend very largely upon your the congressional districts to the
older
food and its digestion.
parties.
is the most practical, efficient and satisfacThe
The democrats have two candidates
To get quick and permanent relief
MOST
YOUR
from these ailments,
you should take in the field for the senatorial nominatory electric sweeper on the market. It is as its name Implies, absolutely
medicine
of
known
curative
te n 'Senator John Walter Smith and
merit.
i
Lobe
Its 75 years of splendid success, in the former Attorney General Isaac
simple; there are no complicated parts, nothing to get out of order.
treatment of just such troubles, proves Straus.
The political prophets are
!he real merit of Thedford's Black
packing Senator Smith as the winner,
In every room.'
It weighs only
You car) use the
Draught. Safe, pleasant, gentle in action, and the general impression among the
ind without bad
ft is sura
rank and file of the voters seems to
ten pounds and attaches to any lighting fixture or socket Yet while it
orw.;
o benefit boih young and old. For sals
pw..
be that Straus will he defeated by a
Price
25c.
n. c la
iverywhere.
decisive majority.
is light, portable, and simple In design, it will do the work of a big
The republican nomination for the
vacuum cleaner costing three or four times as much money. A demonstrasenatorship is expected to go to Col
onel Edward C. Carrington, who lea
the Roosevelt forces in Maryland in
tion will prove this.
CAPITAL PAID IN
election.
the
last
presidential
SURPLUS
and you are assured of two things absoOwn a
Carrington the republican
I100.000.SS
I50.00S.S4
lenders expect to hold In line the thouv-sr
'
rTTt
fr-- " - .
lute sanitation of your home' and freedom from drudgery of sweeping. You
sands of voters who supported Roosef ;
velt in 1912, and who later returned
will be
and your family will be healthier; and the hours of broom-slaverto the republican party la the amal. i - r5
i
t
. i i r
vs - - -- r
movement
gamation
we have
over. We have whittled the price down to the lowest point;
The majority of the present repreI. M. Cunningham, Preside it
D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
assured
seem
sentatives in congress
Frank Springer,
made the terms of purchase so easy that you will hardly know you are
of renomination. Representatives Tal- tott of the Second district, Coady of
paying at all.
the Third, Linthicum of the Fourth
and Lewis of the Sixth will be renominated by the democrats of their reLET US DEMONSTRATE IT.
spective districts without opposition.
Three candidates are engaged In a
spirited contest for the democratic
nomination in the First district In
the Fifth district Representative
Frank O. Smith is opposed for renomination by Richard A. Johnson, a
I rother-in-laof Arthur P., Gorman.
P. H. LeNoir, who has just resigned
as secretary of the Y. M. C. A., will

S30.00 m $37.75

LIBERAL STOP PRIVILEGES

OTHER SPECIAL RATES:
$53.45

y

is

$4.10

MARYLAND HOLDS

$3.00

STATEWIDE

PRIMARY

$5.35
$0.40

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

ht

Scat-terda-

The

G QA L A

Makes Child's Play of Cleaning Day.

B WO O D

HEAT FOR

Suction Cleaner

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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after-effec- ts,
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Vice-Preside-

IAS VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

V

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bsnk
WM. Q. HA TOOK.
L W.
D.

W.

KELLT
H08KIN1

Tie
i

Interest Pa.id On Deposits

President
President

Little Girl Cured of a Cold
Two years ago my little girl caught
a hard cold which went to her lungs
and she coughed almost constantly. I
got her a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The beenficial effect of
this remedy was promptly demonstrated and this one bottle cured her,"
writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy, Huntington, Ind. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

1
--BP

Las Vegas Light
&

Power Co.
fh

v-

'J.1U

i--

I. A

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

14, 1914.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

(CCHT
IS OPEN

HARVEY'S

BOARD

GRANT

out

Saturday
Carriage
Leave orders at Murphey'e.

(Continued from Page One
field ct al, and the Camfield Development comipany are defendants, be al
once vigorously prosecuted with the

TO

LATE

TOO

I"5S

LOCAL

morning.
Adv.

CLASSIFY

5

NEWS'

TWO HEN DROWN IN
FANCY

SPRING

Jefferson Reynolds. President
& B. Davis. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashiei.
Hallrt Faynoirts, Cashier.

CHICKENS

E. D. Reynolds. Vice PresidenL

LAKE NEAR GALLUP

65c and 75c

Special wall paper sale September
to 30 at Coors Lumber Co. Adv.

131,1.

15f

anu
YOUNG
ATTORNEY
CITY
EARLY ARE
LIEUTENANT
THE VICTIMS

Old Taylor SVhlsRey and Sherwood
view of terminating such litigation at FOR
housekeeping
RENT Light
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Rye
as early a period oi tiui as possible."
rooms. 414 Seventh street.
The Btretary was instructed to
Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
take up the matter of adjusting the
matter with the Scranton Title and A.CCORDEOX pleated ruffling done. in vood. Direct from the distillery to

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

--

Guarantee company of Scranton, Fa.,
with a view to settling by compromise
the actions out of court, the company
to surrender the land Involved and
the grant board to release the bonds
of the Camfield company.
The other resolution says that a
"competent and reputable irrigation
engineer be at once employed" by the
board to make "an accurate survey
of the project and to furnish the
board with plans and specifications
of the proper construction of same,
with estimate of the actual cost of
construction thereof."

We will

Phone Main

you.

3C7.

Glass, paints, varpishes

3 lbs for 25c

Adv.

and brushes,

HELPING THE ENEMY
the best In the city; prices the lowest.
Ixmdon, Sept. J 5 According to the Cocrs Lumber Co. Adv.
Taily Mail, Investigations at Liverpool

and other ports make It certain that
foodstuffs and raw material are still
being shipped from British forts, for
the use of the Germans.
One Liverpool firm, the Mail says,
has refused to supply Its Rotterdam
correspondents with certain ray materials until Holland ceases to supply
Germany.

have another Lot of
those fine

BARTLET PEARS
Wednesday 20 lbs tor $1.00
Maiden Blush Apples

Strawberry Apples.

STEARNS'

At the Lobby, of course.

FRESH

STORE

:- -:

VIRGINIA

Let your next fall suit be an Adler
licchester. The largest selection in
Las Vegas at Taichert's
Clothing
Store.

TOMATOES

SWEET POTATOES

Adv.

Try a can of our famous wall paper
cleaner for that room that Is a little
too good to repaper. Coors Lumber

MISSION GRAPES

50c per Basket

Co.--Ad-

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Baptist church will meet tomorrow-afternooat 2:30 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. Pierce Stuart, 610 Main

JOHN H. YORK

There will be a regular communyoung man back from Colorado on the
ication of Chapman lodse No. 2, A.
charge.
Fr (and A. M., Thursday
evening,
'members
7:30.
All
September 17, at
A WONDERFUL FILM
and visitprs requested to be presenti
All who have seen "Spartacus",
Kleine's superlative note In
See us before buying your fall suit. George
animated
photography, concur In the
We have not the largest store In Las
re-

opinion that it surpasses in every
Vegas but we have the largest stock ar ect the
previous ambitious master- o? men's suits.
Taichtrt's. Adv.
ji'rcps ;of this foremost producor' ln
the photodramatic world. This
Remember our coal and wood departachievement is said to porment. We are headquarters for fancy
the story of the
entrancingly
tray
screened lump, egg, and pea coal, and
the
reolt of
gladiators against Rospecially prepared base burner coke; man
its aura of romance,
with
rule,
also hard coal, all sizes, Coors Lumand history.
tragedy
ber Co. Adv.
One of the most tensely interesting
scenes in its tragic denouement deliThe largest and most complete wall
neates famishing lions in the arena
paper stock In the state, will be on
the body of a gladiator the
sale for the next 15 days, at discounts devouring
of the terrible death he had
victim
from 20 to 50 per cent at Coors Lumplanned for Spartacus, the heroic cenber Co. Adv.
tral figure of this drama of love and
This appalling scene depicts
Our entire line of wall paper, in liberty.
thousands of morbid spectators apcluding the varnished tiles, Meltons,
the arenic atrocity. The final
Oat Meals, Ingrains, and cut out bor- plauding
is said to carry with it no
episode
50
on
20
cent
sale at
to
ders, are
per
of repulsion, this being stemoff of our regular competition meet- feeling
med seemingly by the delight of the
ing prices. Coors Lumber Co. Adv. beholders over
the saving of Spartaand the perishing in his stead
cus'
life
Word has been received from the
for the hand
sheriff of McKinley county that the of his unsuccessful rival
a
of
noblewoman.
This great
Roman
amount for wKich. E. A. Smith, the
as the at
barber who was arrested by Chief of photodrama is announced
tomortheater
the
Browne
traction
at
Police Coles yesterday morning is
row night.
wanted is $160. Smith is accused of
forging two checks aggregating this
awe-Inspiri-

Pounds Fancy White
Potatoes

25c

HIE OA VIS
Tlrim CASH GROCEK

We are
Open for Business
LINE OF MEDI UM AND HIGH GRADE FURNITURE,
CARPETS, RUGS, LACE CURTAINS, PORTIERS, ETC.
WITH

A FUL

RUGS
Rugs In Las Vegas In all
We have the finest line of room-siz- e
in
made
designs, not round in ordiare
special
These
up
grade.
'
them.
see
and
In
nary stock rugs. Come
,.;jJ- -

We are glad to open accounts

with responsible people,
Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
Phone 'Vegas!

14'

511-6t-

h

St.

BAHIHG IS A PLEASURE
results are certain. Try baking with our
flour and after the first trial
you'll be so sure of good
bread, cake or pastry that
when

V

I

'wtTV--

good

you'll no longer regard baking as a task but as a pleasure. Order a sack today.
We guarantee every sack
to give satisfaction or give
your money back.
ASK YOUR GROCER

13he

Al

Las Vegas Roller Mills

the Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

sum in Gallup.

AMERICAN

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes,
Miller Non-Skiand tires and Fiske tires and everything need
n

ed for

c

l

Tmva

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD CO.STORE

O
fj

Watt

25
40

Watt
Watt

Watt

LAMPS ARE THE BEST MAZDA
INCANDESCENT
LAMPS MADE. KKIUtS uUAKAri I

tcu

LUDWiG Wftf. ILFELD
to

Everything in Hardware and Furniture

z

Next

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
I irp- -

::.L::hfbrr-

-

a

U

.

7-

-7

I

MRS. ED O'BRIEN.

ft
i

WritfenGuaranteeJ

Id

Adv.

goes with every car to

the

LET US

effect that:

IF

the price declines the
buyer will have the

I

amount

Clean
or Dye

of

the decl'ne

refunded.

your old

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for The Ford

Garments.

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

in,

H

Your Greatest Pay Day Opportunity,
Johnsen's Great Remodeling Sale
Our immense Stock being slaugtered to

make way lor carpenters and bricklayers

20

to 50

off

ON EVERYTHING

A

$30.00 Sideboard now

A

e
now
30.00
21.50 Brass Bed now
Book-Cas-

Fqw Prices:
$18.00
15.00
16.35

$5.00 Maf'ress now
36.00 Circassian Walnut Dresser
A 3 1.00 Cbiif oiner to Hatch Dresser
A

A

$2.50
21.60
20.40

"c
IL80

fJany Oooro BqIovj Gost.

Bridge 11

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON.
EVERYTHING FOR THE HOME.

O

I

i!

:

16.

A

70c

I

i

N

A

o More Light for Less Money
15
20

it- .'"VS

il

just returned from Castle's

School of Dancing, and prepared to
tecch all the latest dances. I will be
located at F. B. Hall, and give my
opening ball on Wednesday, Septem-

10)

-

,

ALL WORK DONE

4

60 Watt
100 Watt
150 Watt
250 Watt

the auto.

To my Friends and Patrons:

Consul John
Wasihngtqn, Sept
Mexico city
from
SIHiman
Uf.
reported

30c
30c
30c
30c

Reserve Bank

We offer our patrons an especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

Washington, Sept. 13. American
trops have been ordered withdrawn
from Vera Cruz.

15.

today that the constitutionalists have
taken possession of the railways of
Mexico and
the Constitutionalist Railways of Mexico.
Mr. Silliman reported that General
Carranza's government had taken possession of the lines on the ground
that the Mexican government owns a
majority 'of the stock. The authorized
capital Is $230,000,000 gold, of which
practically all the common stock is
held by the Mexican government. The
system has a total mileage of m n o
than 6,000, mostly standard gauge.
There are various Issues of bonds of
tho principal company and the constituent companies the system absorbed
Because the offense is a misde- in 1908. The total of stocks and bonds
meanor, the alleged passing of a is nearly $300,000,000.
worthless check for $11 at the establishment of Joseph Talehert by Roy
WHEAT IS PANICKY
Vrain of Mora is not sufficient
Chicago, SeptL 15. The decline in
ground for bringing the young man) wheat prices based on reported suc
back from Pueblo, where he is alleged cesses of the allies was checked this
to have gone. Taichert says the check morning on the board of trade. May
was drawn upon the Wagon Mound wheat, which closed at $1.11
yesTrust and Savings ank and was re- terday, went to $1.15 in the first 15
turned by that institution uncashed for minutes of trade.
lack of funds. He says he took the
Pitcher "Rube" Oldham, recently
matter up with District Attorney
Charles W. G. Ward, who told him purchased by Detroit from Providence
that as the amount was under $25, bad a trial . with the Philadelphia
it would be Impossible to bring the 'Nationals in 1912.

COLUMBIA

Federal

i

ber

Within three week affttr tht Euro
pean war waft Announced the Netherlands cabled instructions to rush construction on the great Netherlands
pavilion near the Palace of Fine Arts
International
at the Panama-Pacifithe first emissaries of
exposition;
English manufacturers who will take
part In a' collective display reached
San Francisco the last, week in August. Some of the most costly and
elaborate displays ever shown will be
sent from England. Japan sent word
through the acting consul general in
San Francisco, Mr. Yasutara Numano,
the Japan's display will be the finest.

Q

Stales

United

TROOPS ARE

VERA CRUZ IS LEFT TO MANAGEMENT OF THE MEXICAN
GOVERNMENT

CONSTITUTIONALISTS

the first opportunity that the general
public has bad to hear him.

OF THE

AS A MEMBER

WITHDRAWN FROM PORT

Miss Marie Senecal, the new direcTAKE RAILWAY LINES
tor of art and music at the New Mexico Normal University, will sing a
eolo at the lecture by Rishop Hughes
MEXICAN SYSTEMS NOW ARE UNthis evening. Miss Senecal has a reDER CONTROL OF CARRANZA
markably fine voice and this will be
'
PARTY

ha.ve on hand the Choicest
of Fruits and Vegetables.
Price tvs low as any
According to Quality

We

Gallup. N. M., Sept. 15 While hunting ducks on Lake Mariano, 40 miles
northwest of Gallup, Sunday afternoon, John A. Young, city attorney
of Gallup, and one of the most prominent citizens of western New Mexico,
a:id Lieutenant J. A. Early, Troop K,
Twelfth cavalry. U. S. A., stationed at
Fort Wingate, were drowned.
The two men had gone out on the
lake in a small rowboat equipped with
a gasoline propeller. In shooting Into
a flock of ducks the recoil of his gun
caused Mr. Youig to lose his balance
and the boat capsized, throwing the
two men Into the water. Lieutenant
Early was an accomplished awimirser,
but Mr. Young could not swim at all,
and in attempting to rescue his friend
the army officer was pulled down and
both men were drowned.
..A number of sportsmen, Including
citizens from Gallup and army officers
from Fort Wingate, were on the lake
at the time, enjoying the afternoon's
hiiDting, but none of them was near
eiiough to render any assistance to the
tow me when the accident occurred.
To most of those present the first evidence of what had happened came
when the boat in which the men had
been, turned upside down and its gasoline engine gone, drifted ashore,
Vp io midnight Monday the bodies
of neither MrT Loung or Lieutenant
Early had been recovered. Three feet
of Lake
of weeds cover the
Mariano and it is exceedingly 'doubt-- '
ftil if the bodies will ever be recov
ered.

M.

